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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Written and operating examinations were administered to five (5) senior reactor
operator (SRO) applicants and three (3) reactor operator (RO) applicants. All
of the RO applicants passed both portions of the examinations. Four (4) of the
SRO applicants passed the written examination and the operating examination.
The remaining SRO applicant did not pass either portion of the examination.
Strengths and weaknesses identified during this examination were provided as
feedback to the licensee's training program. The weaknesses were not indica-
tive of programmatic problems.

Some of the reference material that was sent for preparation of the examinations
was not current. Also, the applicants were trained on procedural changes that
were not brought to the attention of the NRC. As a result, a number of changes
had to be made to the examinations after they were prepared. An open issue was
identified, dealing with operator ability to effectively use drywell tempera-
ture indications (Section 4 - 220-90-26-01).





DETAILS

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The NRC examiners administered replacement examinations to five (5)
senior reactor operator (SRO) applicants and three (3) reactor operator
(RO) applicants. The examinations were administered in accordance with
NUREG 1021, Examiner Standards, Rev. 6, dated June 1, 1990.

Prior to administration of the written examinations, a pre-examination
review was conducted at the Nine Mile Point Training Center on
December 3, 1990. Licensee training personnel and NRC examiners were
present at the review. Prior to administration of the examinations, the
scenarios used for the examinations were prepared by the NRC and run on
the plant specific simulator with the assistance of facility supplied
simulator operators and an Operations Department representative. All'acility individuals involved with the review of the examination materials
signed security agreements to ensure that there was no compromise of the
examination.

2.0 PERSONS CONTACTED

2. 1 U.S. Nuclear Re u'lator Commission

W. Cook, Senior Resident Inspector
R. Temps, Resident Inspector

2.2 Nia ara Mohawk Power Cor oration

R. G. Smith, Training Manager
*R. Sanaker, Operations Training Supervisor
"M. Meier, Assistant Training Supervisor
*J. April, Operations Instructor
"R. L. Tessier, Manager, Operations
*W. Bandla, Op'erations Supervisor
*M. Goldych, Site Licensing
J. T. Pavel, Licensing Engineer

* Denotes those present at the exit interview on December 14, 1990.

3.0 EXAMINATION RELATED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

3. 1 Summar of Results

Written

RO

Pass/Fail

3 / 0

SRO

Pass/Fail

4/1

Operating 3 / 0 4 / 1

Overa 1 1 3/0 4/1





3.2 0 eratin Examinations

3.2. 1 Stren ths and Weaknesses
(

The following is a summary of strengths and weaknesses noted on the
operating tests. This information is being provided to aid the facility
licensee in upgrading the licensed operator training programs. No
facility licensee response is required.

~Stren the

- Communications during the simulator examinations

Weaknesses

— Knowledge of thermal limits

3.2.2 Tem orar Chan e Notices

During administration of the operating tests, problems were identified
with several Temporary Change Notices (TCNs) to procedures. The TCNs
had added or deleted sections of the procedures, but the Table of
Contents had not been changed accordingly. Also, references to the
changed procedural steps had not been modified to reflect the changes
made by the TCN. These TCNs caused some confusion to the applicants
during the administration of the operating tests, but did not affect the
examination results.

3.3 Written Examinations

The following is a summary of weaknesses noted from the grading of the
RO and SRO written examinations. The examination was a 100% objective
format examination. The weaknesses are based on less than 50% of the
applicants providing the correct answer. This information is being
provided to aid the facility licensee in upgrading the licensed operator
training programs. No facility licensee response is required.

Weaknesses

Ability to predict the response of the Core, Spray system to a LOCA
while performing surveillance testing - RO Question ¹5

Knowledge of the loads supplied by RPS MG Set 172 — RO Question ¹16

Knowledge of the purpose for depressurizing the reactor vessel with
reactor water level decreasing and low reactor pressure — RO Question
¹24

Understanding of the bases for the Reactor Building high area radia-
tion level entry condition for Secondary Containment Control - SRO
Question ¹4





Knowledge of the appropriate actions to be taken for a discrepancy
identified during a valve lineup - -SRO Question ¹7

r

Ability to determine torus water temperature limits — SRO Question
¹11

Knowledge of the responsibilities of the Station Shift Supervisor
when applying markups — SRO Question ¹12

Knowledge of the requirements for increasing load - SRO Question
¹13

Ability to determine the appropriate actions to be taken with high
torus water temperature and high reactor pressure - SRO Question ¹19

Knowledge of the basis for the Technical Specification for minimum
downcomer submergence — SRO Question ¹20

Under standing of the interrelationship between the Rod Worth Mini-
mizer and the Rod Out Notch/Emergency Rod In switch - RO Question
¹28, SRO Question ¹30

Ability to predict the plant response to a flow converter fai lure

RO Question ¹34, SRO Question ¹36

Understanding of OffGas isolation logic - RO Question ¹49, SRO

Question ¹51

Ability to'predict the response of the Instrument Air system to a

pipe rupture — RO Question ¹52, SRO Question ¹54

Knowledge of the immediate actions required in response to an
increase in SRM Count rate and decrease in reactor period when
lowering a fuel bundle into the core — RO Question ¹94, SRO Question
¹96

3.4 Reference Material

Several problems were encountered with the reference materials that were
provided for preparation of the examinations. A number of changes were
required following the facility review of the written examination because
some of the information in the Operations Technology Manuals was outdated
and procedure changes had been made after the reference material was
submitted. Some of these problems also affected the operating tests. If
the applicants are trained on procedure changes after the reference

'aterialis sent to the NRC, the changes should be brought to the atten-
tion of the NRC to ensure correct and effective examination preparation.
The licensee representatives acknowledged these findings.
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4.0 Dr well Tem'erature

The NRC identified several questions related to drywell temperature during
administration of the examinations. These questions were related to the
limits established for drywell temperature, the available indicators for
monitoring drywell temperature, and the methods used to calculate average
drywell temperature. The licensee provided information on the current
status of these issues and indicated that modifications were being consi-
dered to install additional indicators and, provide an improved method for
determining average drywell temperature. These issues wi 11 be reviewed in
future NRC inspections or examinations (220/90-26-01).

5.0 Exit Interview

An exit interview was conducted on December 14, 1990 following the admi-
nistration of the examinations. The licensee representatives who,attended
the meeting are listed in section 2.0 of this report.

The generic strengths and weaknesses noted on the operating tests were
presented (see section 3.2. 1). The problems with the TCNs (section
3.2.2) and the reference materials (section 3.4) were discussed. The
results of the examinations would not be presented at the exit meeting
but would be contained in the Examination Report. Every effort would be
made to send the applicant's results in approximately 30 working days.

Attachments:
1. Senior Reactor Operator Written Examination and Answer Key
2. Reactor Operator Written Examination and Answer Key
3. Facility Comments on the Written Examinations
4. NRC Resolution of Facility Comments
5. Simulation Facility Report
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATION

REGION 1

FACILITY: Nine Mile Point 1

REACTOR TYPE: BWR-GE2

DATE ADMINISTERED'0/12/10 i",.'jt f,~:;
'

P jw

CANDIDATE:

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

Points for each question are indicated in parentheses after the question. To
pass this examination, you must achieve an overall grade of at least 80%.
Examination papers will be picked up four and one half (4 1/2) hours after
the examination starts.

NUMBER
QUESTIONS

TOTAL
POINTS

CANDIDATEiS
POINTS

CANDIDATE'S
OVERALL

GRADE (%)

95 99.00

All work done on this examination is my own.
nor received aid.

I have neither given

pal ~

Candidate's Signature
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NRC RULES AND GUIDELINES FOR LICENSE EXAMINATIONS

During the administration of this examination the following rules apply:
1. Cheating on the examination means an automatic denial of your application

and could result in more severe penalties.
2 ~ After the examination has been completed, you must sign the statement on

the cover sheet indicating that the work is your own and you have not
received or given assistance in completing the examination. This must be
done after you complete the examination.

3. Restroom trips are to be limited and only one candidate at a time may
leave. You must avoid all contacts with anyone outside the examination
room to avoid even the appearance or possibility of cheating.

4. Use black ink or dark pencil only to facilitate legible reproductions.
5. Print your name in the blank provided in the upper right-hand corner of

the examination cover sheet.

6. Fill in the date on the cover sheet of the examination (if necessary).
7. You may write your answers on the examination question page or on a

separate sheet of paper. USE ONLY THE PAPER PROVIDED AND DO NOT WRITE ON
THE BACK SIDE OF THE PAGE.

8. If you write your answers on the examination question page and you need
more space to answer a specific question, use a separate sheet of the
paper provided and insert it directly after the specific question. DO NOT
WRITE ON THE BACK SIDE OF THE EXAMINATION QUESTION PAGE.

9. Print your name in the upper right-hand corner of the first page of answer
sheets whether you use the examination question pages or separate sheetsof paper. Initial each of the following answer pages.

10. Before you turn in your examination, consecutively number each answer
sheet, including any additional pages inserted when writing your answers
on the examination question page.

11. If you are using separate sheets, number each answer and skip at least 3lines between answers to allow space for grading.
12. Write "Last Page" on the last answer sheet.
13. Use abbreviations only if they are commonly used in facility literature.

Avoid using symbols such as < or > signs to avoid a simple transpositionerror resulting in an incorrect answer. Write it out.





14. The point value for each question is indicated in parentheses after the
question. The amount of blank space on an examination question page is
NOT an indication of the depth of answer required.

15. Show all calculations, methods, or assumptions used to obtain an answer.

16. Partial credit. may be given. Therefore, ANSWER ALL PARTS OF THE QUESTION
AND DO NOT LEAVE ANY ANSWER BLANK. NOTE: partial credit will NOT be
given on multiple choice questions.

17. Proportional grading will be applied. Any additional wrong informationthat is provided may count against you. For example, if a question is
worth one point and asks for four responses, each of which is worth 0.25
points, and you give five responses, each of your responses will be worth
0.20 points. If one of your five responses is incorrect, 0.20 will be
deducted and your total credit for that question will be 0.80 instead of
1.00 even though you got the four correct answers.

18. If the intent of a question is unclear, ask questions of the examiner
only.

19. When turning in your examination, assemble the completed examination with
examination questions, examination aids and answer sheets. In addition,turn in all scrap paper.

20. To pass the examination, you must achieve an overall grade of 804 orgreater.
21. There is a time limit of (4 1/2) hours for completion of the examination.(or some other time if less than the full examination is taken.)
22. When you are done and

ation area as defined
while the examination
revoked.

have turned in your examination, leave the examin-
by the examiner. If you are found in this areais still in progress, your license may be denied or
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QUESTION: 001 (1.00)

A reactor scram has just occurred from 954 rated power.
Plant conditions are as follows:

— approximately 25 control rods did not fully insert
— reactor power is 2 to 3 percent by APRMs
— reactor recirculation flow has been runback to minimum

Why does EOP-3, Failure to Scram, direct the operator to leave the
reactor recirculation pumps operating at minimum speed?

a. To maximize mixing of the boron should Standby Liquid
Control injection be required later.

b.

c ~

To aid in the circulation of the condensate returning
from any inservice Emergency Condenser.

To prevent exceeding the RPV bottom head to steam domedifferential temperature limit.
d. To minimize the fuel cladding temperature by maximizing

cooling flow through the core.

QUESTION: 002 (1.00)

Following a reactor scram signal, some of the control rods failedto insert. EOP-3, Failure to Scram, directs the operators to
"maintain RPV water level between +53 inches and +95 inches" using
Condensate/Feed and CRD systems.

SELECT the correct reason for using the Condensate/Feed and CRD
systems for reactor level control under these conditions.

a ~ These systems take a suction on a high quality water
source.

b.

c

These systems provide a high pressure injection source.

These systems provide a high volume injection source.

d. These systems inject water outside the reactor core
shroud.
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QUESTION: 003 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following explains why EOP-6, Radioactive
Release Control, directs the operator to restart the Turbine
Building Ventilation, if it is shutdown?

a ~ To filter the air in the turbine building before releaseto the environment.

b. To prevent an unmonitored ground level release ofradioactivity.
c ~

d.

To maintain a positive pressure inside the turbine
building.
To reduce the turbine building area and ecpxipment
temperatures.

QUESTION: 004 (1.00)

EOP-5, Secondary Containment Control, is entered when a ReactorBuilding area radiation exceeds its MAXIMUM NORMAL value in onearea.

If a Reactor Building area radiation level is above its MAXIMUM
NORMAL value, WHICH ONE (1) of the following is indicated?

a 0

b.

c ~

d.

The uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
environment is occurring.
A direct challenge to the structural integrity of the
secondary containment exists.
A failure of the Reactor Building ventilation system to
properly isolate.
The impact that a breach of secondary containment would
have on the environment.
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QUESTION: 005 (1.00)

Given the following conditions with the Reactor at 100< power:
— Drywell Pressure
— Torus Temperature
— Torus Level

3 ' psig
80 degrees F
10.5 feet

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions is required to comply with
Technical Specification 3.3.2 requirements?

a ~ No action is required since containment
pressure and torus temperature are withinlimits.

b. Increase Torus level to 10.75 feet using the
Containment Spray Raw Water pumps.

c Cool down the Torus to 74 degrees using
Containment Spray and Containment Spray Raw
Water pumps.

Cool down the torus to 74 degrees using Core
Spray and Containment Spray Raw Water pumps.
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QUESTION: 006 (1.00)

The Reactor is critical at 1004 power. CRD pump 11 is out of
service for a bearing change. Annunciator F3-1-3, CONTROL ROD
DRIVE PUMP 12 TRIP VIB, and annunciator F3-1-5, CRD CHARGING WTR
PRESS HI/LO are received. CRD pump 12 will not restart and CRD
pump 11 will not be available for another 6 hours.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the course of action that
should be directed by the SSS AND the reason for this action?

a ~

b.

Continue reactor power operation since one
inoperable CRD pump can be restored within ten
(10) hours.

Commence a shutdown by reducing recirculation flow since
cooling water flow to the rod drive mechanism is
unavailable.

c Scram the reactor because the high pressure
coolant injection capability of CRD is
inoperable.

d. Scram the reactor because the drive water flow
for manual insertion of control rods is
unavailable.
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QUESTION: 007 (1.00)

During reactor power operations, an operator is performing a valve
lineup on the Core Spray system for a surveillance test. The
operator conducting the lineup reports that the pump suction valveis in the INCORRECT position and is NOT tagged.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is NOT an appropriate action to be
taken to resolve this discrepancy?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Direct the operator to immediately reposition
the valve to the required position.
Evaluate the impact of repositioning the, valve
on system operation.

Review the impact of the valve misalignment on
the intended function of the Core Spray
System.

Initiate an Occurrence Report in accordance
with AP 10-2.2, Occurrence Reporting.

QUESTION: 008 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the requirements when
manually seating a motor operated valve?

a ~ Open the motor operator breaker and apply a
red mark-up tag.

b. Open the motor operator breaker and apply a
yellow hold-out tag.

c ~ Leave the motor operator clutch in the motor
disengaged position and apply a red mark-up
tag.

d. Leave the motor operator clutch in the motor
disengaged position and apply a yellow hold-
out tag.
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QUESTION: 009 (1.00)

The reactor plant is operating at 98% rated power. Plant equipment
conditions are as follows:

— Diesel Generator (D/G) 102 is tagged out for preventive
maintenance

— Reserve Transformer T-101S is tagged out for repair
During the performance of Nl-ST-IC9 to verify operability of D/G
103 the raw water cooling pump seizes. The operator performing the
D/G surveillance elects to lineup emergency cooling water to D/G
103 and complete the surveillance.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following courses of action must be taken bythe Shift Supervisor?

Initiate an orderly shutdown within 1 hour and place thereactor in cold shutdown within 10 hours.

b.

c ~

Restore T-101S within 1 hour and return D/G 102 toservice within 7 days.

Restore D/G 102 to service within 24 hours and enter a 7
day LCO for restoration of T-101S.

d. Initiate a normal shutdown immediately and place thereactor in cold shutdown within 24 hours.



Q
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QUESTION: 010 (1.00)

During an outage, maintenance on vessel internals requires reactor
level to be lowered to -20 inches.

WHICH of the following must be performed in order to lower level to
-20 inches?

1. Provide instructions for vessel level control in
the night orders.

2. Install redundant vessel level instrumentation.
3. Issue a red markup for control of valves that, have

the potential for lowering vessel level.
4 Bypass the reactor water low level scram to allow

resetting the scram signal while level is lowered.

a. 1 and 3

b. 2 and 4

c. 1 and 4

d. 2 and 3
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QUESTION: 011 (1.00)

Surveillance test Nl-ST-C2, Manual Opening of ERVs and Flow
Verification, is scheduled to be performed. The reactor plant is
operating at 204 rated power, bypassing steam to the main
condenser. The following suppression chamber parameters exist:

— Torus level = 10.4 feet
— Torus pressure = 1.5 psig
— Torus temperature = 80 degrees F

SELECT the maximum temperature limit imposed on torus water
temperature during the performance of this test.

a ~

b.

c

79 deg F

81 deg F

89 deg F

91 deg F
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QUESTION: 012 (1.00)

A markup is to be applied to a system that is identified in
Technical Specifications for preventive maintenance.

WHICH of the following are the reponsibility of the Station Shift
Supervisor (SSS)?

Review the Limiting Conditions for operations prior
to the placement of the markup tags.

2.

3 ~

4 ~

Direct the performance of any required surveillance
testing after the markup is in place.

Fully understand the scope of the work and its
impact on plant operation.

Consider the impact of the system reconfiguration
on the FSAR design requirement.

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

1, 2, and 3

2, 3, and 4

1, 3, and 4

1, 2, and 4
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QUESTION: 013 (1.00)

Following 2 weeks of continuous power operation at 580 MWe, an
emergency load reduction to 400 MWe is made by reducing
recirculation flow and inserting "cram" rods. One hour after the
power reduction the plant has been stabilized and the plant load is
to be increased to 580 MWe.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the requirements that must
be met to increase load?

a ~

b.

Increase load to 580 MWe at a rate of 30 to 50 MWe/hour.

Increase load to 580 MWe at a rate of 3 to 5 MWe/hour.

c ~ Increase load to 560 MWe at a rate of 30 to 50 MWe/hour,
then to 580 MWe at a rate of 3 to 5 MWe/hour.

d. Increase load to 560 MWe at a rate of 3 to 5 MWe/hour,
then to 580 MWe at a rate of 30 to 50 MWe/hour.

QUESTION: 014 (1.00)

A reactor startup is in progress.
SELECT the conditions which must be met in order to place the modeswitch to RUN.

a ~ APRMs > 154 power, APRM downscale alarms clear, andreactor pressure > 600 psig.
b. Condenser vacuum > 23 inches Hg vacuum, condenser low

vacuum trip alarm clear, and reactor pressure > 600 psig.
c APRMs > 54 power, APRM downscale alarms clear, andreactor pressure > 850 psig.
d. Condenser 'vacuum > 23 inches Hg vacuum, condenser low

vacuum trip alarm clear, and reactor pressure > 850 psig.
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QUESTION: 015 (1.00)

During full power operation, a failure of the Turbine Control
System that affects only the turbine bypass control causes all of
the turbine bypass valves to OPEN.

SELECT the one operator action in accordance with Nl-OP-31, Tandem
Compound Reheat Turbine, which will close the bypass valves without
removing the main turbine from operation.

a ~

b.

C ~

Depress Vacuum Trip g2 pushbutton.

Decrease the Speed/Load Changer setpoint.
Operate the Bypass Opening Jack Motor in the closed
direction.
Shift pressure control to the Manual Pressure Regulator.
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QUESTION: 016 (1.00)

A plant transient is in progress and the Station Shift Supervisor
(SSS) has entered the Emergency Operating Procedures. The
following plant conditions exist:

— Reactor Building area temperatures are increasing- Reactor Building area radiation monitors are increasing
— All ERVs are closed

WHICH ONE (1) of the following plant conditions would require the
SSS to initiate Emergency Depressurization of the reactor?

a ~ Both Containment Spray compartment water levels are at
6.5 feet and slowly increasing due to fire suppression
system operation.

b. Both Core Spray Pump compartment water levels have
reached 8 feet due to a primary system discharging into
the Reactor Building.

c ~ Two Reactor Building area temperatures have increased
above the associated alarm setpoints due to a fire in the
Reactor Building.

d. One Reactor Building area radiation monitor and one area
temperature have exceeded the associated alarm setpoints
due to a primary system discharging into the Reactor
Building.
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QUESTION: 017 (1.00)

During a plant transient, an ALERT has been declared. While trying
to make the required notifications the Station Shift Supervisor
(SSS) is informed that the "ENS Hotline" is inoperable.

How should the SSS direct the required notifications be made?

a ~ Request the NRC Region 1 Office contact the NRC
Headquarters Operations Center and keep them informed of
the plant status.

b. Request that NRC Headquarters Operations Center man the
RECS hotline in order to continuously monitor the status
of the emergency.

c ~ Make the required reports to the NRC Headquarters
Operations Center using a commercial telephone line.

d. Make the required reports to the NRC Headquarters
Operations Center using the NPN telephone system.

QUESTION: 018 (1.00)

While unloading diesel fuel from a tanker truck during heavy rain,
a ruptured hose results in diesel fuel entering into the storm
drains.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following must be notified immediately?

a ~

b.

c

d.

The Station Shift Supervisor and the NRC Headquarters
Operations Center.

The Executive Vice President — Nuclear Operations and the
Safety Review and Audit Board.

The Environmental Protection Agency and the NRC
Headquarters Operations Center.

The Station Shift Supervisor and the Site Environmental
Protection Coordinator.
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QUESTION: 019 (1. 00)

A failure of the reactor to scram coincident with a LOCA has
resulted in the following plant conditions:

— Reactor power is being controlled at 20% using EOP-3
— MSIVs have isolated
— RPV pressure is constant at 1000 psig with ERVs 111 and 112

manually opened
— Drywell pressure is 25 psig and steady
— Torus temperature is 139 deg F and increasing

Torus level is 14.2 feet and steady
— Torus cooling is in service

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the appropriate action that
should be directed by the Station Shift Supervisor (SSS)?

a

b.

C ~

d.

Depressurize the RPV in accordance with EOP-8.

Open another ERV and decrease RPV pressure to 850 psig.
Close one of the open ERVs to reduce the heat load on theTorus

Bypass the MSIV isolation signal and reopen the MSIVs.
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QUESTION: 020 (1. 00}

Technical Specification 3.3.2.a requires a minimum downcomer
submergence of 3 feet whenever the reactor coolant temperature is
above 215 deg F.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the BASIS for this limiting
condition for operation?

a ~

b.

To prevent exceeding 35 psig in the suppression chamber
during a LOCA.

To prevent exceeding 62 psig in the drywell during a
LOCA.

c

d.

To prevent exceeding a torus water temperature of
140 deg F during emergency RPV depressurization.
To prevent exceeding a Torus air space temperature of
200 deg F during emergency.RPV depressurization.
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QUESTION: 021 (1. 00)

During a transient the plant conditions are as follows:
EOPs are being implemented
All control rods are inserted
RPV level is -90 inches and decreasing
RPV pressure is 100 psig
Torus level is 13.5 feet
Torus water temperature is 115 deg F
Core spray is injecting into the RPV
CRD is injecting into the RPV
HPCI has tripped and cannot be started
3 ERVs are open

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the appropriate action that
should be directed by the Station Shift Supervisor (SSS)?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Emergency depressurize the RPV per EOP-8.

Initiate steam cooling per EOP-9.

Initiate drywell flooding per EOP-10.

Reduce the Torus water level per OP-14 step H.3.
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QUESTION: 022 (1.00)

A LOCA coincident with a loss of ALL AC power is in progress and
the Station Shift Supervisor (SSS) has initiated Steam Cooling,
EOP-9. Plant conditions are as follows:

Emergency Condensers are operating
RPV pressure is 780 psig decreasing slowly
MSIVs and ERVs are closed
No injection sources are aligned
All panel and SPDS drywell temperature instruments indicate
200 deg F
Fuel Zone Water Level indicates -160 inches decreasing
slowly (digital indicator is continuously lighted)
Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount,indicates -30 inches
Wide Range GEMAC indicates -12 inchesAll other level indicators indicate 0 inches

SELECT the appropriate course of action that the Station Shift
Supervisor (SSS) should direct.

a ~ Continue in steam cooling and continue attempts to align
an injection source to the RPV.

b.

c ~

d.

Open 3 ERVs and depressurize the RPV to less than 50 psig
above drywell pressure.

Open 1 ERV and continue in steam cooling.
Exit steam cooling and initiate RPV flooding.
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QUESTION: 023 (1.00)

A small leak in the drywell caused the reactor to scram on high
drywell pressure.„ Plant conditions are as follows:

EOPs are being implemented
All control rods are fully inserted
MSIVs are closed and ERVs are closed
RPV pressure is 910 psig and increasing slowly
RPV water level is -18 inches and decreasing slowly
CRD is the only high pressure injection source available

SELECT the appropriate operator action that the Station Shift
Supervisor (SSS) should direct.

a ~

b.

C ~

d.

Bypass the low level interlocks and reopen the MSIVs then
rapidly depressurize the RPV to 330 psig by opening the
bypass valves.

Open at least 3 ERVs and depressurize the RPV to less
than 50 psig above drywell pressure irrespective of theresulting plant cooldown rate.
Place 'the ADS INHIBIT switches in the bypass position.
Reset the ADS timers as necessary to prevent a blowdown.
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QUESTION: 024 (1.00)

A transient has occurred which has resulted in the following plant
conditions:

- EOPs are being implemented
— 25 control rods indicate between notch 26 and 48
— APRMs indicate between 3 and 5 percent
— All Reactor Water Level indication is UNRELIABLE
— EOP-7, RPV Flooding, has been entered and is being executed

by the Station Shift Supervisor
— 3 ERVs are OPEN
— Reactor pressure is 290 psig and DECREASING
— Condensate and Feedwater systems are injecting

WHICH ONE (1) of the following statements describes the plant
status?

a ~

b.

Core cooling is INSUFFICIENT because the steaming rate is
too low to remove the heat generated by the fuel.
ADEQUATE core cooling is assured since RPV pressure
indicates that the RPV is flooded to the main steam
lines.

c The reactor is SHUTTING DOWN because the steaming rate is
less than the feed water flow rate.

d. Core SUBMERGENCE is assured since RPV pressure indicates
that reactor power is insufficient to vaporize the
injected feed water.
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QUESTION: 025 (1.00)

The plant is operating at 100 percent power and the process
computer has been inoperable for 9 hours.

SELECT the Shift Crew Composition which will satisfy the MINIMUM
Shift Crew Composition requirements.

Licensed Licensed Licensed Shift
Senior Operator Operator Technical Advisor

Unlicensed
Operator

a ~

b.

C ~

d.

QUESTION: 026 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes when the Assistant StationShift Supervisor (ASSS) that is assigned to the Control Room can
become the Shift Technical Advisor (STA)?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

The Station Shift Supervisor, acting as the Emergency
Director, has directed the ASSS to act as the STA and as
the SRO in charge.

The Station Shift Supervisor has declared an Alert and
the ASSS has been relieved of his Control Room duties as
the SRO in charge.

During any reactor startup or shutdown when another
licensed SRO is performing the Control Room duties as SROin charge.

During normal plant operations when another licensed
SRO is performing the Control room duties as SRO in
charge.
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QUESTION: 027 (1.00)

When a Reactor Operator is scheduled to work GREATER than eight (8)
hours CONTINUOUSLY at the Control Boards, the shall
ensure as a MINIMUM that this operator is relieved of his control
board duties once every hours.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly completes the statement?

a 0

b.

c ~

d.

Station Shift Supervisor, 4 hours

Station Shift Supervisor, 2 hours

Assistant Station Shift Supervisor, 4 hours

Assistant Station Shift Supervisor, 2 hours

QUESTION: 028 (1.00)

Which one of the following sets of conditions describes a situationin which adequate core cooling is assured?

a ~

b.

Core Spray System is in operation and maintaining reactor
water level at -110 inches while implementing EOP-10,
Containment Flooding.

Feedwater System is in operation and maintaining reactor
water level at -100 inches while implementing EOP-2, RPV
Control.

c ~

d.

Level is being maintained, at -90 inches while
implementing EOP-3, Failure to Scram.

Level is being maintained at -120 inches with all ERVs
closed while implementing EOP-9, Steam Cooling.
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QUESTION: 029 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 100% power. The reactor building
operator reports that the temperature of the Liquid Poison storage
tank is 75 degrees F and the tank level is 1550 gallons. The
latest sample results indicate that the concentration of the sodium
pentaborate solution in the storage tank is 12.354 by weight.
SELECT the ONE correct action from those listed below.

a ~

b.

c ~

No action is required. It is not necessary to declare
the Liquid Poison System inoperable because all reported
parameters are within acceptable limits.
Declare the Liquid Poison system inoperable because the
temperature of the sodium pentaborate solution is not
within acceptable limits.
Declare the Liquid system inoperable because the
available volume of sodium pentaborate solution is not
within acceptable limits.

d. Declare the Liquid Poison system inoperable because the
concentration of the sodium pentaborate solution is not
within acceptable limits.
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QUESTION: 030 (1.00)

A reactor startup is being conducted. Plant conditions are as
follows:

— Reactor power is 154
— RWM indicates insert errors on:

Rod 10-19 Insert limit 10 Withdraw limit 18
Rod 12-21 Insert limit 16 Withdraw limit 24

— RWM Insert Block light is ON
— NO withdraw errors indicated

Rod 12-21 is given a single notch rod withdrawal signal. A control
rod drift alarm is received and the operator observes that rod
10-19 is moving out of the core and is passing notch 28. The
operator selects rod 10-19 and then holds the Rod Out Notch/
Emergency Rod In switch in the EMERGENCY ROD IN position per
N1-OP-5. Note: Insert block did NOT clear when rod 12-21 was
withdrawn.

" WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes the response of
the rod to this action?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Rod will insert until it is fully inserted.
Rod will insert until it reaches its insertlimit.
Rod out movement will stop and the rod will
remain at position 28.

Rod out movement will continue until the rodis fully withdrawn.
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QUESTION: 031 (2. 00)

For each of the conditions in column A, SELECT the Rod Worth
Minimizer indication in column B which would be expected. (NOTE:
The items in column B may be used once, more than once, or not atall.)

Column A
(Conditions)

a. RWM group 2 is currently
~ latched and a rod is selected

from RWM group 4.

b. One withdraw error exists
with reactor power at 22%
and the RWM energized.

c. Reed switches 18 and 20
stick shut when rod 18-19
is moved from notch 16 to
notch 24.

Column B
(Indications)

1. Latched Sequence Light
2. Select Error
3. Insert Error
4. Insert Block

5. Withdraw Block

6. Out of Sequence Light

d. Three insert errors exist
with reactor power at 15>.

QUESTION: 032 (1.00)

A reactor startup is in progress. The reactor is critical and
power is in the source range at 1500 cps when SRM 14 fails upscale.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the
Reactor Protection and Reactor Manual Control Systems to thisfailure?

a ~

b.

c ~

No rod block and no scram signal
Rod block and no scram signal .

Rod block and half scram signal
d. Rod block and full scram signal
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QUESTION: 033 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions will result in an IRM rod
block?

a ~

b.

C ~

d.

Mode switch in REFUEL
IRM 14 downscale on range 2

Mode switch in STARTUP
IRM 14 at 50% on range 3

Mode switch in STARTUP
IRM 14 downscale on range 3

Mode switch in RUN
IRM 14 downscale on range 3

QUESTION: 034 (1.00)

The reactor is shutdown and the mode switch is in the REFUELposition during core offload. Both "non-coincident/coincident"
bypass switches on the M panel are in the "non-coincident"
position. Welding in the drywell results in a spike on IRM 11 thatdrives the channel upscale high.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the effect of this spike
on the reactor protection and reactor manual control systems?

'a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Half scram without a rod block

Half scram with a rod block

Full scram without a rod block
Full scram with a rod block
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QUESTION: 035 (1.00)

A reactor scram has occurred due to an APRM Upscale Hi-Hi trip.All APRMs are downscale and the SDV High Water Level Trip is
bypassed.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions must be satisfied in
order to reset the scram?

a ~ 5 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in REFUEL

b. 10 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in REFUEL

c ~ 5 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in RUN

d. 10 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in RUN

QUESTION: 036 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 804 power and 90% flow when the flowconverter from detector ll to flow unit 11 fails downscale. Priorto the failure, ALL flow detector outputs and flow unit outputs
were exactly EQUAL.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the plant response to thisfailure?
a. Rod block

b. Half scram

c. Rod block and half scram

d. No rod block and no half scram
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QUESTION: 037 (1.00)

The reactor analyst is obtaining a TIP trace when a containment
isolation signal is received.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response to this
signal?

a ~ The TIP detector is automatically withdrawn
from the core and then the squib valve
automatically fires.

b.

c ~

d.

Regardless of the position of the TIP
detector, the squib valve automatically fires.
The TIP detector is automatically withdrawn
from the core and then the ball valve
automatically closes.

Regardless of the position of the TIP
detector, the ball valve automatically closes.
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QUESTION: 038 (1.00)

The following conditions have existed for 110 seconds with NO
operator action.

— Drywell pressure
— RPV level

3 ' ps1g
-15 inches

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the expected indication of
ADS status?

a 0

b.

c

d.

White TIMER light illuminated and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light illuminated
White TIMER light illuminated and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light extinguished

White TIMER light extinguished and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light illuminated
White TIMER light extinguished and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light extinguished
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QUESTION: 039 (1.00)

EOP-2, RPV Control, Step 3.3.1, requires that the ADS INHIBIT
switches be placed in the BYPASS position if vessel level CANNOT be
maintained above -84 inches (TAF).

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the purpose for this
action?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Prevents automatic depressurization which may
compromise actions to assure adequate core
cooling

Prevents ERV cycling which may lead to
fluctuating RPV level
Prevents automatic depressurization which may
lead to significant dynamic loads on the RPV,
ERV tailpipes, and Torus

Prevents ERV cycling which may lead to
significant dynamic loads on the RPV, ERV
tailpipes, and Torus.
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QUESTION: 040 (1. 00)

The reactor is operating at 804 power when the following
annunciators are received.

TURB ELECTRICAL PRESS. REG. (PRESS -VOLTS) (A2-4-5)
— TURBINE BYPASS VALVES OPEN (A1-4-6)

Reactor pressure is 900 psig and DECREASING.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following would'e the correct operator
response?

a ~ Manually adjust the MPR setpoint to shut the
bypass valves and stop the reactor pressure
decrease

b. Manually operate the Bypass Opening Jack to
shut the bypass valves and stop the reactor
pressure decrease

c ~

d.

Manually scram the reactor and shut the MSIVs
to stop the reactor pressure decrease

Manually trip the g2 vacuum trip pushbutton
and shut the bypass valves to stop the reactor
pressure decrease
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QUESTION: 041 (1. 00)

An MSIV closure and a reactor scram have occurred. Following an
Emergency Cooling System actuation, Emergency Cooling Loop 11
ISOLATED. Subsequently, the EMERGENCY COOLING CHANNEL 11 bypass
switches are placed in the BYPASS position. Reactor pressure is
1100 psig.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the expected positions of'he Emergency Cooling System valves?

a ~ EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 open
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 closed

b.

c ~

d.

EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 open
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 open

EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 closed
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 closed

EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 closed
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 open
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QUESTION: 042 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes the operation of
the EC condensate return valve?

a ~ If opened from the Control Room, it may be
closed ONLY from the Remote Shutdown Panel

b.

C ~

If opened from the Control Room, it may be
closed from EITHER the Control Room or the
Remote Shutdown Panel

If opened from the Remote Shutdown Panel, it
may be closed ONLY from the Remote Shutdown
Panel

d. If opened from the Remote Shutdown Panel, it
may be closed from EITHER the Control Room or
the Remote Shutdown Panel
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QUESTION: 043 (2.00)

Core spray and containment spray initiation signals have been
received from both RPS channels.

For each of the pumps in column A, SELECT the time from column B at
which the pump will start. (NOTE: The items in column B may be
used once, more than once, or not at all.)

Column A,
(Pumps)

a. Core Spray Pumps 121 and 122

b. Core Spray Topping Pumps 111
and 112

c. Core Spray Topping Pumps 121
and 122

d. Containment Spray Pumps 111
and 121

Column B
(Times)

1. 0 seconds

2. 5 seconds

3. 7 seconds

4. 10 seconds

5. 13 seconds

6. 20 seconds

7. 25 seconds

QUESTION: 044 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the flow path which
provides minimum cooling water flow for the feedwater pumpsfollowing a HPCI initiation?

a ~ Through the long path recirc valves

b.

c

d.

Through the two inch recirc valves

Through the six inch recirc valves

Through both the two inch and the six inchrecirc valves



U
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QUESTION: 045 (1.00)

Following a reactor scram and turbine trip with HPCI reset, RPV
level increased to +100 inches and both Motor Driven Feedwater
Pumps tripped. RPV level is now +55".

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the switch positions
necessary to restart a feedwater pump?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in NORMAL and
FEEDWATER PUMP Switch in START

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in BYPASS and
FEEDWATER PUMP Switch in NORMAL

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in NORMAL and
FEEDWATER PUMP switch in NORMAL

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in BYPASS and
FEEDWATER PUMP switch in START
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QUESTION: 046 (1. 00)

The reactor is operating at 1004 power. Due to a high motor
temperature, the operator must secure reactor recirculation pump
415.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason for decreasing reactor
power to less than 90.54 prior to isolating the recirculation pump?

a ~ To reduce core flow coast down following a
rupture in one of the operating recirculation
loops'.

To prevent an excessive power excursion upon
an inadvertent startup of recirculation pump
$ 15 when the loop has cooled down.

c ~ To reduce the mass of coolant lost during the
blowdown resulting from a rupture of a
recirculation loop.

d. To prevent exceeding the MCPR thermal limit
upon a controller failure causing speed to
increase for one or more of the operatingrecirculation pumps.
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QUESTION: 047 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following would result in automatic initiation
of the Emergency Ventilation System?

a ~

b.

Ci

d.

RB Vent Rad Monitor indicating 1.5 mr/hr with
the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the BYPASS
position.
RB Vent Rad Monitor indicating 3.5 mr/hr with
the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the REFUEL
position.
Fuel Pool High Range Rad Monitor indicating
3.5 R/hr with the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the
BYPASS position.
Fuel Pool High Range Rad Monitor indicating
1.5 R/hr with the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the
REFUEL position.

QUESTION: 048 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, the Emergency Ventilation System (EVS) has
automatically initiated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes why the operatoris required to secure ONE train of EVS?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

to ensure that filter efficiencies are
maximized

to minimize the decay heat load on the
charcoal filters
to ensure that. the 10 kw heater can reduceinlet humidity to meet design requirements

to maximize the cooling flow to the charcoalfilters
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QUESTION: 049 (F 00)

The reactor is operating at 1004 power.

For each of the automatic actions in column A, SELECT the
appropriate setpoint from column B. (NOTE: The items in column B
may be used once, more than once, or not at all.

Column A
(Actions)

a. Recirc Pump (ATWS) trip
b. MSIV closure

c. First two ERVs open

d. High pressure alarm

3.

1 ~

2.

850 psig
950 psig

1040 psig
4 ~

6.

7.

8.

9.

1080 psig

1090 psig
1095 psig
1100 psig
1135 psig
1218 psig

Column B
(Setpoints)
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QUESTION: 050 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 1004 power.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of vacuumtrip 1 to a loss of circulating water?

a ~ Vacuum trip -1 actuates at 20" Hg to close the
Turbine Stop Valves and the Extraction Non-
Return Valves.

b. Vacuum trip 1 actuates at 20" Hg to close the
Turbine Control Valves and the Turbine Bypass
Valves.

C ~ Vacuum trip 1 actuates at 10" Hg to close the
Turbine Stop Valves and the Extraction Non-
Return Valves.

d. Vacuum trip 1 actuates at 10" Hg to close the
Turbine Control Valves and the Turbine Bypass
Valves.
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QUESTION: 051 (1.00)

WHICH of the following combinations describes the logic that will
cause the Off-Gas Stack Isolation Valve 77-03 to close?

1 ~

2.

3 ~

4

One downscale trip and one high trip
Two high-high trips
One downscale trip and one high-high trip
Two downscale trips

a. 1 and 4

b. 2 and 4

c. 2 and 3

d. 2, 3 and 4

QUESTION: 052 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the RPISto an overtravel full-in condition?
a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
green backlight with no readout.

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
red backlight with no readout.

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
green backlight with the "00" readout.

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
red backlight with the "00" readout.
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QUESTION: 053 (1.00)

The Reactor is shutdown and refueling is in progress. Annunciator
H3-3-2, CONDENSATE TRANS PUMP HEADER PRES LOW, is received. Fuel
pool level indication on L panel indicates that fuel pool level is
decreasing. LCV 57-25 has failed closed.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the Fuel
Pool Cooling system as Surge Tank level decreases?

a. LCV 57-58 opens at 5'6" to supply make-up to
~ the Fuel Pool.

b. LCV 57-58 opens at 7'0" to supply make-up to
the Fuel Pool.

Co

d.

LCV 57-58 opens at 5'6" to supply make-up to
the Surge Tanks.

LCV 57-58 opens at 7'0" to supply make-up to
the Surge Tanks.
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QUESTION: 054 (1.00)

The air system is lined up as follows:
— Instrument Air Compressor 11
— Instrument Air Compressor 12
— Instrument Air Compressor 13
— Service Air Compressor
— Breathing Air Compressor

AUTO START (Red flag)
Out of Service
START (Red flag)
AUTO START
AUTO START

A pipe rupture occurs in the instrument air piping. The followingconditions result:
Both instrument air compressors indicate full load amps on

L panel
Instrument air receiver f11 pressure is 87 psig decreasing
Instrument air receiver 412 pressure is 88 psig decreasing

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the expected positions of
instrument air system valves BV 94-90 (Air Supply Valve), BV 94.2-
01 (Air Discharge Valve), and BV 94-19 (Backup From Service Air)?

a ~ BV 94-90 OPEN
BV 94.2-01 CLOSED
BV 94-19 OPEN

b. BV 94-90 CLOSED
BV 94.2-01 OPEN
BV 94-19 OPEN

c ~ BV 94-90 OPEN
BV 94.2-01 CLOSED
BV 94-19 CLOSED

d. BV 94-90 CLOSED
BV 94.2-01 OPEN
BV 94-19 CLOSED
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QUESTION: 055 (1.00)

A total loss of instrument air has occurred and Nl-SOP-6,
Instrument Air Failure, has been entered. CRD instrument air
pressure is 55 psig.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the operator actions that
must be taken to offset the effect of the loss of instrument air on
the CRD system?

a. Commence a reactor shutdown, since rod control
may be lost when the flow control valve fails
CLOSED.

b. Commence a reactor shutdown, since rod control
may be lost when the flow control valve fails
OPEN.

c ~ Scram the reactor, since scram capability may
be lost when the scram discharge volume vent &
drain valves fail CLOSED.

d. Scram the reactor, since scram capability may
be lost when the scram discharge volume vent 6
drain valves fail OPEN.
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QUESTION: 056 (1.00)

Service Water Pump 11 is out of service for maintenance. Service
Water Pump 12 trips on overload and will not restart. Per Nl-SOP-
7, the reactor is scrammed, Recirc pumps are tripped, both
Emergency Service Water pumps are started, MSIVs are closed and
Condenser vacuum is broken.

WHICH of the following loads are being supplied with service water?

1 ~

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

5.

TBCLC heat exchangers

RBCLC heat exchangers

Screen Wash pumps

Turbine building service water

Reactor building service water

a. 2 and 4

b. 2 and 5

c. 1, 3, and 5

d. 2, 3 and 5
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QUESTION: 057 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following Nuclear Instrument indications would
indicate thermal hydraulic instability in accordance with Nl-SOP-
13, Unexplained Reactor Power Oscillations?

a ~

b.

c ~

Power oscillations of 74 of rated on the APRM
meters AND periodic LPRM downscale alarms with
local flux oscillations of 50 on the alarming
LPRMs

Power oscillations of 64 of rated on the APRM
meters AND periodic LPRM downscale alarms with
local flux oscillations of 154 on the alarming
LRPMs

Power oscillations of 5% of rated on the APRM
chart recorders AND periodic LPRM upscale
alarms

d. Power oscillations of 84 of rated on the APRM
chart recorders AND periodic APRM upscale
alarms
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QUESTION: 058 (1.00)

A loss of offsite power with turbine trip and reactor scram has
occurred from 1004 power. EDG 102 was out of service for
maintenance and EDG 103 failed to start. N1-SOP-18, Station
Blackout, has been initiated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions must be taken per Nl-SOP-18?

a ~ Perform station battery load reductions within
15 minutes to maintain sufficient battery
capacity to restart an emergency diesel when
required

b. Perform station battery load reductions within
15 minutes to maintain annunciators, process
computer, and reactor/containment instruments
operable

c Perform station battery load reductions within
30 minutes to maintain sufficient battery
capacity to restart an emergency diesel when
required

d. Perform station battery load reductions within
30 minutes to maintain annunciators, process
computer, and reactor/containment .insfzuments
operable
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QUESTION: 059 (1. 00)

An Anticipated Transient Without Scram has occurred and initiation
of Liquid Poison has been directed. When the operator places the
Liquid Poison pumps key lock switch to the System 11 and System 12
positions, the Liquid Poison pumps do NOT start.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following methods can be used as an alternate
means of injecting liquid poison?

A hydro pump is connected by hoses to the Liquid Poison Tank drain.
a ~ The discharge of the AIR DRIVEN hydro pump is

directed to drain valves upstream of the
explosive valves and through the explosive
valves to the reactor vessel.

b. The discharge of the ELECTRIC hydro pump is
directed to drain valves upstream of the
explosive valves and through the explosive
valves to the reactor vessel.

c ~ The discharge of the AIR DRIVEN hydro pump is
directed to drain valves downstream of the
explosive valves and through the containment
isolation check valves to the reactor vessel.

d. The discharge of the ELECTRIC hydro pump is
directed to drain valves downstream of the
explosive valves and through the containment
isolation check valves to the reactor vessel.
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QUESTION: 060 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, the following conditions exist:
SPDS is out of service.
NO Recirc Pumps are running.
NO Core Spray Pumps are running.
DW AMBIENT TEMP EL 320 is 275 degrees F.
Drywell Pressure is 45 psig.
Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount indicates -25 inches.
Fuel Zone Water Level indicator is flashing and
indicates -34 inches

WHICH ONE (1) of the following explains why Reactor water level
indication is incorrect?

a ~ Both Fuel Zone and Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount are
incorrect due to reference leg flashing.

b. Fuel Zone is incorrect due to reference leg
flashing. Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount is incorrect
because the instrument reads below the Minimum
Usable Indicating Level.

c ~ Fuel Zone is incorrect because the instrument
reads below the Minimum Usable Indicating
Level. Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount is incorrect due to
reference leg flashing.

d. Both Fuel Zone and Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount are
incorrect because the instruments read BELOW
the Minimum Usable Indicating Level.
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QUESTION: 061 (1.00)

EOP-4, Primary Containment Control, step 5.2, directs operators to
take action to initiate drywell sprays BEFORE Drywell temperature
reaches 300 degrees F.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is NOT the basis for this action?

a ~

b.

C ~

d.

ERV operability cannot be assured at greater
than 301 degrees F.

Drywell design temperature is 310 degrees F.

The top of the DRYWELL AMBIENT TEMP meter
indicating range is 300 degrees F.

The maximum value of drywell temperature that
can be indicated on SPDS is 300 degrees F.

QUESTION: 062 (1.00)

The override in step 1 of EOP-5, Secondary Containment Control,
specifies that if Reactor Building exhaust radiation levels exceed
5 mr/hr the operator should verify that Reactor Building
ventilation isolated and that EVS initiated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the purpose of this override?

a 0

b.

c

d.

To maintain Reactor Building area temperatures
below the alarm setpoints

To maintain positive Reactor Building pressure
under post transient conditions
To maintain negative Reactor Building pressure
under post transient conditions
To maintain adequate ventilation system flow
rates under post transient conditions
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QUESTION: 063 (1.00)

EOP-5, Secondary Containment Control, step 3.4, directs that, "if
any area temperature cannot be restored and maintained below its
alarm setpoint and a primary system is discharging into the Reactor
Building" a scram should be initiated (if a scram has not already
occurred) .

WHICH ONE (1) of the following defines a PRIMARY system as
referenced in this step?

a ~ A system that, is necessary to shutdown the
reactor.

b.

c

d.

A system that is physically connected to the
Reactor pressure vessel.

A system that is physically connected to the
drywell or torus.
A system that is necessary to assure adequate
core cooling.
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QUESTION: 064 (1.00)

The reactor is shutdown and a cooldown is in progress with the
following conditions:

— Shutdown Cooling in service with two pumps and two heat
exchangers

— RPV temperature 210 degrees F
— RPV pressure 29 psig
— Condenser vacuum 5" Hg vacuum

The shutdown cooling system has isolated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following could be used as an alternate means
of cooling down the plant?

a ~

b.

Maximize RWCU system flow and RBCLC flow
through the NRHX

Operate the Turbine Bypass valves

c ~ Operate the Emergency Condenser vents to the
Main Condenser

d. Maximize cooling water flow to the CRDs
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QUESTION: 065 (1.00)

Condenser vacuum is 23" Hg and decreasing.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a possible cause of the degrading
condenser vacuum?

a ~ Circulating Water Intake Tunnel Temperature
decreased

b. Circulating Water pump current and
differential pressure decreased

c ~ Condenser water box temperature decreased

d. Circulating Water pump discharge pressure and
pump current increased
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QUESTION: 066 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, Torus level is 14.75 feet (steady) and Reactor
pressure is 300 psig and decreasing slowly.
Under these conditions with adequate core cooling assured, EOP-4,
Primary Containment Control, requires that all injection to the
vessel be terminated except Core Spray, boron and CRD.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a basis for these actions?

a ~ Core Spray is not terminated because it, is
used to discharge torus water to the Waste
Collector Tank.

b. CRD is not terminated because it is used to
provide cooling water to the drive mechanism
seals.

c ~ Core Spray is not terminated because it
recirculates water from the Torus through the
RPV to assure adequate core cooling.

d. CRD is not terminated because it is used to
provide high pressure coolant injection.
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QUESTION: 067 (2.00)

For each of the conditions listed in Column A, SELECT the type of
controlled area from Column B. (NOTE: Items from Column B may be
used once, more than once, or not at all.

Column A
(Conditions)

Column B
(Controlled Areas)

a. 500 dpm/100 cm2
removable beta-
gamma

b. 200 mr/hr general
area radiation

c. 120 mrem dose in
in 5 consecutive
days

d. 2 R/hr general
area radiation

2.

3.

4 ~

5.

6.

7.

High Radiation Area

Radiation Area

Contaminated Area

High High Radiation Area

Clean Area

Restricted Area

Unrestricted Area
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QUESTION: 068 (1.00)

CRD Pump 11 motor breaker has a Blue Markup tag on it.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following is correct concerning operation of
CRD ll pump?

a. Operation'of the pump may only be conducted by
a licensed operator with permission of the
CSO.

b. Operation of the pump may only be conducted by
the markup man assigned to the system with
permission of the SSS.

c. Operation of the pump may only be conducted by
a licensed operator with permission of the
markup man assigned to the system.

d. Operation of the pump may only be conducted by
the markup man assigned to the system with
permission of the CSO.
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QUESTION: 069 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following jobs would N require a Radiation
Work Permit (RWP) in accordance with AP- . .2, "Radiation Work
Permit" ?

a.

b.

C.

Inspection of equipmen in an airborne
radioactivity area. o work will be
performed.

Repairs to a utdown Cooling pump that are
expected t ake two workers approximately 1

hour to mplete. Radiation levels in the
area a 10 mr/hr.

De ntamination of an area in the Radwaste
ilding in which contamination levels are

15,000 dpm/100 cm2.

Removal of a motor operated valve from the
Reactor Water Cleanup system.

QUESTION: 070 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an example of a work practice
that contributes to meeting ALARA goals?

a. Entering an area with a large steam leak on an
Extended RWP in order to locate the leak

b. Entering the TIP Room on an Extended RWP for
training on the TIP system

c. Entering a Radiation Area for
independent'erificationof a valve line-up only after the

initial line-up is complete

d. Entering a High Radiation Area with an out of
calibration instrument
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QUESTION: 071 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a requirement for photo-
identification badges?

a. Photo-identification badges shall be worn
inside protective clothing when entering the
drywell.

b. Photo-identification badges shall be
surrendered to security personnel when
entering the drywell.

c. Photo-identification badges shall be
su'rrendered to radiological protection
personnel when entering the drywell.

de Photo-identification badges shall be worn in
plain view at ALL times within the drywell

QUESTION: 072 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is NOT correct with respect to
requirements for Key Control?

a. Vital area keys may be issued only to those
individuals authorized access to vital
equipment.

b.

C.

d.

Vital area keys may be issued to individuals
by the CSO.

Vital area keys may be issued to individuals
for use while in the Protected Area

only.'ital

area keys for areas not accessed on a
regular basis will be issued by use of a key
sign out log.
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QUESTION: 073 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is NOT correct concerning the
storage of oxygen cylinders?

a. Oxygen Cylinders must be stored at least 20
feet from fuel gas cylinders except while on a
welding rig.

b. Oxygen Cylinders must be separated from fuel
gas cylinders by a five foot high fire wall
with a half hour rating.

c. Oxygen Cylinders must be tied off in groups of
five or less.

d. Oxygen Cylinders must be stored in areas where
ambient temperature is less than 125 degrees F.

QUESTION: 074 (1.00)

A reactor startup is in progress, reactor power is 15M of rated and
control rods are being withdrawn. The operator reports that all
position indication for control rod 18-19 has been lost. Upon
attempts to re-insert the control rod all LPRHs near the rod
remained constant and position indication was not regained.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the condition of the rod?

a. The control rod is drifting.
b. The control rod has scrammed.

c. The control rod is uncoupled.

d. The control rod is stuck.



F
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QUESTION: 075 (1.00)

A plant startup is in progress and reactor power has been increased
to 30X power. The Refuel Floor is clear of all personnel and the
refuel bridge has been placed in the normal shutdown condition.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions would result in isolation
of the Reactor Building Ventilation and initiation of Emergency
Ventilation?

a. Refuel bridge radiation monitor indicates 900 mr/hr.

b. Reactor Building low differential pressure alarm has been
received.

c. Reactor Building Ventilation exhaust radiation monitor
indicates 11 mr/hr.

d. Reactor Building Ventilation exhaust air low flow alarm
has been received.

QUESTION: 076 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes when the control room
operators are allowed to operate the reactor plant outside one or
more of the limiting conditions for operations per Technical
Specifications?

a. When the Chief Shift Operator deems it necessary to
protect safety related equipment and on-site personnel.

b.

C.

d.

When necessary to protect the public health and safety
and approved by the Unit 1 Plant Hanager.

'hendirected by the Site Emergency Director to protect
safety related equipment and on-site personnel.

When required to protect the public health and safety
during an emergency and approved by a licensed SRO.
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QUESTION: 077 (1.00)

The reactor was operating at lOOX rated power when the Hain Turbine
Bypass and Control Valves FAILED OPEN causing a reactor pressure
decrease. The following events occur:

RPV pressure decreases'o 750 psig before the HSIVs begin
closing and reactor power decreases to 50X on APRMs

After the HSIVs close, RPV pressure increases to 1380 psig
before ERVs decrease pressure to about 1100'psig

Reactor power spikes to 120/ on APRHs and a scram decreases
power to OX

RPV level decreases to a low of -5 inches before operators
are able to restore level to normal

Which ONE (1) of the following Safety Limits has been exceeded?

a ~ RPV level and and neutron flux limits.

b. RPV level and MCPR limits.

C. RPV pressure and MCPR limits.

d. RPV pressure and neutron flux limits.

QUESTION: 078 (1.00)

Due to a loss of coolant accident, the Torus level has increased to
12.5 feet.

To prevent the possibility of a release of radioactivity to the
environment, WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions must the
operator perform prior to starting a Containment Spray Pump to
lower torus level?

a. Install a temporary radiation monitor on the associated
discharge line to radwaste.

b. Close the associated Torus to Bypass valve.

c. Close the associated Raw Water Containment Spray blocking
valve.

d. Start the associated Raw Water'Pump.



t
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QUESTION: 079 (1.00)

The plant is operating at 90/ rated power when the operator
observes APRH recorders increasing approximately 5'A per second.

WHICH of the following parameters should the operator check for
changes in accordance with NI-SOP-2, Unexplained Reactor Power
Changes?

1. Reactor pressure

2. Control rod drive cooling water pressure

3. Turbine steam flow

4. Xenon concentration

5. LPRH indicators on the F panel

a. 1,3, and5

b. 2, 4, and 5

c. 1, 3, and 4

d. 2, 3, and 5
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QUESTION: 080 (1. 00)

Due to a plant transient the EOP-2 has been entered. Plant
conditions are as follows:

- HSIVs are closed and condenser vacuum is 5" Hg.
— 2 ERVs are cycling with RPV pressure between 1080 and

1100 psig.
'

Emergency condensers are isolated.- Torus level is 8.5 feet.- Torus cooling is inoperable and Torus temperature is
105 deg. F, increasing.

The SSS directs the operator to manually open ERVs until RPV
pressure drops to 965 psig.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the purpose of this action?

a. Reduce reactor pressure to below the Heat Capacity
Temperature Limit

b. Reduce reactor pressure to below the Torus
Load Limit

c. Reduce reactor pressure to a value that is well below the
setpoint of the lowest lifting ERVs

d. Reduce reactor pressure to a value that corresponds to a
steam flow that is within the Turbine Bypass Valve
capability
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QUESTION: 081 '1.00)

Following a large LOCA, containment spray is automatically
initiated.

Why must the operator lock out the containment spray pumps when
drywell pressure decreases to less than 3.5 psig?

a ~ To prevent exceeding drywell negative design pressure.

b. To prevent flooding the drywell.

C. To prevent the containment spray pumps from cavitating.

d. To prevent overloading the diesel generators.

QUESTION: 082 (1.00)

A reactor transient with a failure of control rods to insert on a
scram is in progress. EOP-3 and SOP-3, Alternate Control Rod
Insertion, have been entered and the reactor operator has been
directed to manually insert the control rods.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the proper method to use for
manual control rod insertion?

a. Insert all the cram rods and then insert the remaining
rods in a checker board" pattern starting near the
center of the core.

b. Insert every other rod in a spiral pattern beginning near
the edge of the core.

c. Insert all rods located in the high power regions of the
core and then insert the remaining rods in a "checker
board" pattern.

d. Insert every other rod in a spiral pattern beginning in
the highest power region of the core.
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QUESTION: 083 (1.00)

A transient is in progress in which the reactor has failed to scram
due to a fire in the control room. Plant conditions are as
follows:

- MSIVs are closed.
- ERVs are being manually cycled to control RPV pressure.- Torus water temperature is 108 deg F and increasing.- Liquid poison system has been initiated.
— An ADS initiation signal has been received.

WHICH ONE (I) of the following is the basis for inhibiting ADS per
EOP-3 under these conditions?

a. To prevent inadequate cooling of the core due to the
large and rapid loss of coolant inventory during RPV
depressurization.

b. To prevent excessive power excursions due to the cold
water injected from low pressure injection systems.

c. To prevent a challenge to the integrity of the Torus due
to exceeding the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit before
the RPV is depressurized.

d. To prevent a challenge to the integrity of the cladding
due to the excessive steam voiding which occurs during
RPV depressurization.
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QUESTION: 084 (1.00)

A reactor shutdown is in progress with T101N out of service. When
the Hain Turbine is tripped the supply breaker to T101S trips and
CANNOT be reclosed. Plant conditions are as follows:

— Drywell pressure is 2.0 psig slowly increasing.- RPV level is 74 inches and steady.- Bypass valves are controlling RPV pressure.

Which of the following four systems/components listed below must be
manually returned to service to provide drywell cooling?

1. RBCLC (Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling)

2. ESW (Emergency Service Water)

3. Power Board 16A

4. Containment Spray pumps

a. 1, 2, and 3

b. 2, 3, and 4

c. 1 and 2

d. 3 and 4
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QUESTION: 085 (1.00)

From the following list, SELECT the correct reasons for operating
the plant in the "good" region of the Heat Capacity Temperature
Limit (HCTL) curve.

1. To prevent exceeding the Torus design temperature
during emergency depressurization.

2. To prevent exceeding the Drywell pressure limit
with 3 ERVs open.

3 ~ To prevent chugging in the ERV tailpipes during ERV
operation.

4. To prevent chugging in the Drywell to Torus
downcomer pipes in the event of a LOCA.

a. 1 and 2

b. 3 and 4

c. 1 and 3

d. 2 and 4
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QUESTION: 086 (1.00)

The plant is operating at 100X rated power when a complete loss of
all AC power occur s due to a loss of the grid and a failure of all
diesel generators to start.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes the method by
which reactor pressure will be controlled?

a. Operators will verify reactor pressure stabilizes less
than 1080 psig with the main turbine bypass valves.

b. Operators will verify flow to the emergency condensers
and maintain a cooldown rate less than 100 deg F/hour.

c. Operators will manually open ERVs as necessary to reduce
reactor pressure to less than 330 psig, to allow low
pressure ECCS injection.

d. Operators will manually initiate ADS and rapidly
depressurize the reactor.
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QUESTION: 087 (1.00)

SELECT the TYPES of FIRES from the following list that the Foam
Water Hose Reel System should be used to control and extinguish.

1. A fire in energized electrical equipment

2. A fire involving turbine lube oil

3. A fire involving liquified gases with boiling
points below ambient temperatures

4. A fire caused by a leak in the Hydrogen Seal Oil
System

5. A fire caused by a hydrogen leak in the Hain
Generator

a. 1, 2, and3

b. 3, 4, and 5

c. 3 and 5

d. 2 and 4
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QUESTION: 088 (1.00)

The reactor plant is operating at 90/o rated power when the operator
reports that the condenser inlet to discharge tunnel temperature
differential is 38 degrees F.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions should be
taken?'.

Reduce main generator load by reducing recirculation flow
to reduce thermal stress on the main condenser.

b. Reduce main generator load by inserting control rods to
reduce the condensate depression.

c. Increase main generator load by increasing recirculation
flow to improve the plant efficiency.

d. Haintain generator load constant and continue to monitor
the differential temperature.

QUESTION: 089 (1.00)

A LOCA is in progress. The following plant conditions exist.
— RPV Level
- Drywell Pressure
- Torus Water Level

-10 inches
3.1 psig
9.0 feet

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes conditions that are
acceptable for operation of one Core Spary subsystem in accordance
with EOP-2?

a ~

b.

C.

Core Spray System Flow

1.00 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

1.50 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

2.00 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

d. 2.50 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

Torus Water Temperature

215 deg F

175 deg F

200 deg F

150 deg F
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QUESTION: 090 (1.00)

The SSS has directed injection of liquid poison. Reactor pressure
is 1000 psig.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes positive Control Room
indication that liquid poison is being injected into the vessel
following manual initiation of System ll?

a. Liquid Poison Explosive Valve 11-12 Continuity
alarm, Liquid Poison Pump 811 discharge
pressure 1400 psig, and white lights above
System Initiation Keylock Switch energized

b. RWCU isolates, Liquid Poison Pump Ill
discharge pressure 1400 psig, and white lights
above System Initiation Keylock Switch
energized

C. Liquid Poison Explosive Valve 11-12 Continuity
alarm, Liquid Poison Pump Ill discharge
pressure 950 psig, and white lights above
System Initiation Keylock Switch de-energized

d. RWCU isolates, Liquid Poison Pump Ill
discharge pressure 1275 psig, and white lights
above System Initiation Keylock Switch de-
energized
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QUESTION: 091 (1.00)

A reactor startup and heatup is in progress with reactor water
level being controlled by reject to the Condenser. A Reactor
Cleanup System isolation has occurred.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following could have caused the Reactor
Cleanup System isolation?

a. 125 psig downstream of pressure control valves
due to increase in Reactor pressure during the
heatup

b. 130 degrees downstream of the NRHX due to
excessive reject flow to the Condenser

c. 120 gpm low flow isolation due to excessive
reject flow to the Condenser

d. 190 degrees F on a Cleanup Area Temperature
Detector due to a steam leak in the area
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QUESTION: 092 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (I) of the following is correct concerning operation of
the containment vacuum relief valves?

a. The atmosphere/containment vacuum relief
valves open when drywell pressure is 0.5 psig
below torus pressure.

b. The atmosphere/containment vacuum relief
valves open when torus pressure is 0.5 psig
below drywell pressure.

c. The torus/drywell vacuum relief valves open
when drywell pressure is 0.5 psig below torus
pressure.

d. The torus/drywell vacuum relief valves open
when torus pressure is 0.5 psig below drywell
pressure.

QUESTION: 093 (1.00)

The plant is operating at 100% power in, midsummer when Drywell
Cooling Fan ¹ll trips.
WHICH ONE (I) of the following describes the effect that this
condition has on the drywell atmosphere?

Drywell temperature and,pressure will be
unaffected.

b.

C.

d.

Drywell temperature will increase, but drywell
pressure will be unaffected.

Drywell temperature will be unaffected, but
drywell pressure will increase.

Drywell temperature and pressure will both
increase.
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QUESTION: 094 (1.00)

Containment inerting is in progress during a reactor startup when
a transient results in the following conditions:

- Reactor Mode Switch
— Condenser vacuum
— Reactor water level
— Reactor pressure- Stack Gas Monitors (Ch 11)

— Nitrogen Purge Bypass Switch
- Drywell pressure

STARTUP
5 inches Hg
+7 inches
700 psig
High radiation alarm

(HI-1-8)
Bypass
3 ~ 7 psig

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the valve isolations
generated by the containment isolation system in response to these
conditions?

a. Main Steam Isolation Valves and Drywell/Torus
Air/N2 Vent & Purge Valves

b. Main Steam Isolation Valves and Emergency
Cooling Vent & Drain Valves

d.

Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation Valves
and Drywell/Torus Air/N2 Vent & Purge Valves

I

Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation Valves
"and Emergency Cooling Vent & Drain Valves
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QUESTION: 095 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 100K power with three RBCLC heat
exchangers and two RBCLC pumps (11 and 12) in service when both of
the running RBCLC pumps trip. Attempts to start the standby pump
and to restart the tripped pumps fail.
When RBCLC pressure 'decreases to less than 40 psig, the required
operator action is to scram the reactor; close the HSIVs; and:

a. rapidly runback reactor recirculation pumps to
minimum flow.

b. rapidly runback reactor recirculation pumps to minimum
flow then trip and fully isolate two recirculation pumps.

c. immediately trip the reactor recirculation pumps and open
the discharge bypass valves when the discharge valves are
fully closed.

d. immediately trip the reactor recirculation pumps and
ensure that suction and discharge valves in two loops
remain open.
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QUESTION: 096 (1. 00)

A fuel bundle is being lowered into the core when .the control room
operator reports to the refuel bridge crew that the SRH count rate
indicates 7 cpm and steadily increasing. Reactor period is +200
seconds and getting shorter.

SELECT the actions from the following list that the refuel bridge
crew and the control room operators should immediately perform.

1. Stop lowering the fuel bundle and withdraw it from
'the core.

2. Check for any withdrawn control rods and manually
insert them by holding the rod movement switch in
the "continuous in" position.

3. Initiate the emergency ventilation system.

4. Hanually scram the reactor if the control rods are
operable, regardless of the indicated control rod
position.

a. 1 and 2

b. 3 and 4

c. 1 and 4

d. 2 and 3

(**********END OF EXAHINATION **********)
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ANSWER: 001 (1. 00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-01-05
Objective EO 3.0
EOP Technical Bases, pg 183

KA 295006K306 3.2/3.3

295006K306 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 002 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-05
Objective EO 3.0
EOP Technical Bases pg 145
EOP-3

KA 295015G007 3.4/3.5

295015G007 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 003 (1.00)

b.
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REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-08
Objective EO 3.0
EOP Technical Bases pg 361

KA 295017K302 3.3/3.5

295017K302 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 004 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-08
Objective EO 3.0
EOP-5
EOP Technical Bases pg 325

~ KA 295033K103 3.9/4.2

295033K103 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 005 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-06 (pg 9) E0-2.0
Nl-OP-14
Technical Specifications Section 3.3.2

KA 295013A101

295013A101

3.9/3.9

..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 006 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-201-01 L0-1.0
Nl-OP-5
Technical Specifications 3. 1.6

KA 295022K301 3.7/3.9

295022K301 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 007 (1.00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson P1an Ol-LOT-1-006-343-02
N 1-OD I-5. 01
AP-4.0

KA 294001K101

2 94001K101

3.7/3.7

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 008 (1.00)

b.
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REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-343-1-01 EO-13
AP-4.0

KA 294001K101 3. 7/3. 7

294001K101 '..(KA's)

ANSWER: 009 (1.00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
E(B 3520200105-03
Ops Tech Chapter 34, pg 26
Objective: 10

KA 264000G005 3.4/4. 1

264000G005 ..(KA's)

I

ANSWER: 010 (1. 00)

d.
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REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
EgB 3410410303-01
Lesson Pl an 01-LOT-1-001-216-01
Objective: EO 8.0
T.S. 2.1.1

KA 216000G005 3.3/4.2

216000G005 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 011 (1. 00)

d.

REfERENCE:

SRO ONLY

E(B 3410180303-08
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-223-01
Objective: 8
T.S. 3.3.2.b 8 d and Fig 3.3.2.b

KA 223001G005 3.3/4.1

223001G005 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 012 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-343-1-01
Objective: EO 2
AP 4.2 pg 9

KA 294001K102 3.9/4.5

294001K102 .. (KA')
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ANSWER: 013 (1. 00)

b.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY (should be able to recognize acceptable power increase,
not requiring memorization)
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-006-341-01
Objective: None
EQB 3440100303-01
Nl-OP-43 pg 34

KA 290002K504 3. 1/3.7

290002K504 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 014 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-215-04
Objective: 6, 7
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-239-01
Objective: 6, 7
EQB 3410140303-01
NI-OP-43, pg 24, 25, 26

KA 212000A216 4.0/4.1

212000A216 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 015 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-248-01
Objective: None
EgB 2450060201-01
Ops Tech Chapter 27, pg 8-12, 19, 20.
N1-OP-31

KA 241000K419 3.6/3.7

241000K419 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 016 (1. 00)

b.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-344-1-07
Objective: TO 1.0
EOP-5

KA 295036G012 3.5/3.9

295036G012 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 017 (1. 00)

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-008-363-1-01
Objective: EO 2.a
EOB 3440230303-03
EPP-20 (ck ref)

KA 294001A116 2.9/4.7

294001A116 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 018 (1. 00)

d.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-008-363-1-01
Objective: 2.a

KA 294001A110 3.6/4.2

294001A110 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 019 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY (Ensure facility agrees that "appropriate" dictates that
"b" is the only correct answer.)
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-06
Objective: TO 1.0
E(B 3440280303-01
EOP-04

K/A 295026G012 3.8/4.5

295026G012 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 020 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-223-02
Objective: 8
T.S. 3.3.2.a and Bases pg 134

KA 295030G004 2.7/4.2

295030G004 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 021 (1. 00)

C.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY (Check that facility agrees that "appropriate" solicits
only one answer.)
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-04
Objecti ve TO-1. 0
EOP-2

KA 295031G012 3.9!4.5

295031G012 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 022 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-11
Objective T0-1.0
EOP-9

KA 295031G012 3.9i4.5

295031G012 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 023 (1.00)

C. 0I'.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
EgB 2009050501-12
Lesson Plan 01-LOT/REg-006-344-1-04
Objective E0-2.0
EOP-2

KA 295031G012 3.9/4.5

295031G012 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 024 (1.00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-01
Objective 2
EOP Tech Bases pg 379

KA 295031A203 4.2/4.2

295031A203 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 025 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan (not addressed)
Tech Specs Table 6.2. 1, pg 250

KA 294001A103 2.7/3.7

294001A103 .. (KA')

ANSWER: 026 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-006-343-02, pg 6
Objective EO 9.0
AP-4

KA 294001A116 2.9/4.7

294001A116 ,.(KA's)

ANSWER: 027 (1.00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-006-343-02
Objective f0-18.0

KA 294001A103 2. 7/3. 7

294001A103 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 028 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
EOP-2, EOP-3, EOP-9, EOP-10
Definition Adequate Core Cooling, EOP Tech Bases, Section 2/7

KA 295031A204

295031A204 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 029 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-211-01
Objective 6.0
T.S. 3.1.2
Nl-OP-12

KA 211000G005 3.6/4.4
211000K403 3.8/3.9

211000G005 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 030 (1.00)

b.
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-201-02
Operations Technology Chapter 6

KA 201002K402 3.5/3.5

201002K402 ..(KA's)

L0-7.0

ANSWER: 031 (2.00)

a. 2 (0.5)
b. 6 (0.5)
c. 5 (0.5)
d. 4 (0.5)

REFERENCE:

01-LOT-001-201-1-03 E0-1.5/E0-1.7/E0-1.8
Operations Technology Chapter 6

KA 201006K401
KA 201006K402
KA 201006K403

201006K401

3.4/3.5
3.5/3.5
3.3/3.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 032 (1.00)

b.
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-215-01
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-212-2-01
Operations Technology Chapter 10
Operations Technology Chapter 9a

L0-10.0/L012.0

KA 215004K401
KA 215004K402

215004K401

3.7/3.7
"3.4/3.5

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 033 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-215-02
Operations Technology Chapter 9b

L0-8.0

KA 215003K401

215003K401

3.7/3.7

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 034 (1.00)

d.
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-215-02 L0-8.0
Lesson Plan 01-REg-001-212-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 10

KA 215003K402

215003K402

4.0/4.0

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 035 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE'perations

Technology Chapter 10
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-212-1-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-212-01 L0-6.0

KA 212000K502

212000K502

3.3/3.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 036 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-215-04
Operations Technology Chapter 9d

L0-6.0/L0-7.0

KA 215005K116 3.3/3.4

215005K116 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 037 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-215-05
Operating Procedure NI-OP-39
Operations Technology Chapter 9e

EO-2. 0

KA 215001K105

215001K105

3.3/3 '

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 038 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-001-218-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 15

E0-7.0

KA 218000K501 3.8/3.8

218000K501 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 039 (1.00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-04 E0-3.0

KA 295031EA106

295031A106

4.4/4.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 040 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-248-01 L0-5.0/L0-6.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-248-1-01
NI-OP-31

KA 241000A203

241000A203

4.1/4.2

..(KA s)
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ANSWER: 041 (1. 00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-207-01
Operations Technology Chapter 14
NI-OP-13

L0-7.0

,KA 207000K401

207000K401

4,3/4.5

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 042- (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-207-01
Operations Technology Chapter 14

L0-3.0

KA 295016AA109

295016A109

4.0/4.0

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 043 (2.00)

a. 5
b. 3
c. 6
d. 7

(0.5)
(0 5)
(0 5)
(0.5)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-209-01
Operations Technology Chapter 17

L0-8.0

KA 209001K409
KA 226001A110

3.3/3.5
3.0/3.2

209001K409'.(KA's)

ANSWER: 044 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 1-LOT-1-001-206-01 L0-2.0
Lesson Plan 01-REQ-001-259-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 16

KA 206000K418 3.2/3.3

206000K418 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 045 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-206-01 ,L0-7.0
Lesson Plan 01-REQ-001-259-1-02
Operations Technology Chapter 23a

KA 259001K109

259001K109

3.8/3.8

..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 046 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-202-01 L0-10.0
Lesson Plan 01-REg-001-202-1-01 EO 89
T. S. Bases 3. 1.7, pg 70b
Nl-OP-1

KA 202001A203 3.5/3.7

202001A203 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 047 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-261-01 L0-3.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-261-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 13c
Nl-OP-10

KA 261000K401

261000K401

3.7/3.8

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 048 (1.00)
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'EFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-261-01 L0-5.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-261-1-01
Nl-OP-10
Operations Technology Chapter 13c

KA 261000G001

261000G001

3.5/3.7

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 049 (2.00)

a. 8 (0.5)
b. 1 (0.5)
c. 5 (0.5)
d. 3 (0.5)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-216-01 EO-5. 0
Operations Technology Chapter 3,

KA 216000K404 3.7/3.8

216000K404 . ~ (KA's)

ANSWER: 050 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-248-01 L0-6.0/L0-7.0
Operations Technology Chapter 26a
Nl-OP-31

KA 245000A203

245000A203

3.5/3.6

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 051 ,(1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-271-01 L0-9.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-271-1-01
Nl-OP-50B

KA 272000K402 3.7/4.1

272000K402 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 052 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-201-02 L0-11.0
Operations Technology Chapter 5b
Nl-OP-05

KA 214000A201

214000A201

3.6/3.9

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 053 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-233-01 L0-5.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-233-1-01
Nl-OP-6
Operations Technology Chapter 36

KA 233000A202 3. 1/3.3

233000A202 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 054 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 1-LOT-1-001-278-01 L0-11.0
Operations Technology Chapter 30
N1-OP-20

KA 295019AA102

295019A102

3.3/3.1

..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 055 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-278-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 EO-2.6
Nl-SOP-6

KA 295019AK201

295019K201

3.8/3.9

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 056 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-276-1-01
Lesson Pl an 01-LOT-001-276-1-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 EO-2. 7
Nl-SOP-7

KA 295018AA102 3.3/3.4

295018A102 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 057 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 E0-1.3
Nl-SOP-13

KA 295001G011

295001G011

3.9/4.2

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 058 (1.00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 T0-2.0
Nl-SOP-18

KA 295003AA104 3.6/3.7

295003A104 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 059 (1. 00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 T0-2.0
Nl-SOP-16
Nl-OP-12

KA 295037EA104 4.5/4.5

295037A104 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 060 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

CAF
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-03 E0-3.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-216-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 3

KA 295028EK101 3.5/3.7

295028K101 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 061 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-06 (pg 15) E0-3.0
Technical Bases for Unit 1 EOPs

KA 295028K301 3.6/3.9

295028K301 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 062 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-07 (pg 6) E0-3.0

KA 295033K204

295033K204

3.9/4.2

..(KA s)

ANSWER: 063 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-07 (pg 9) E0-2.0

KA 295032K303 3.8/F 9

295032K303 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 064 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-205-1-01 T0-8.0/E0-12.0
NI-OP-13
Nl-OP-4

KA 295021K305

295021K305

3.6/3.8

..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 065 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-275-01 L0-1.0
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-246-01 L0-23.0
Operations Technology Chapter 25
Nl-OP-31

KA 295002K208 3.1/3.2

295002K208 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 066 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-06 E0-3.0

KA 295029K201

295029K201

3. 0/3. 3

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 067 (2.00)

a. 3 (0.5)
1 (0.5)

c. 2 (0.5)
d. 4 (0.5)
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REFERENCE:

AP-3.3, Radiation Protection Program

KA 294001K103 3.3/3.8

294001K103 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 068 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-343-1-01 EO-2
NI-ODI-5.06
AP-4.2

KA 294001K102

294001K102

3.9/4.5

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 069 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

AP-3.3.2

KA 294001K103

294001K103

3. 3/3. 8

..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 070 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

AP-3.3.2

KA 294001K104

294001K104

3.3/3.6

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 071 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

~ AP-3.1

KA 294001K105 3.2/3.7

294001K105 .. (KA's)

ANSWER: 072 (1.00)

b.
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REFERENCE:

AP-3.1

KA 294001K105 3.2/3.7

294001K105 .. (KA')

ANSWER: 073 (1.00)

b. or c.

REFERENCE:

AP-3.2.5

KA 294001K116

294001K116

3.5/3.8

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 074 (1.00)

d.
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-201-01
Objective: 11 (application)
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-201-02
Objective: 9 (application)
NI-OP-5, pg 31

KA 214000A402 3.8/3.8

214000A402 .:(KA's)

ANSWER: 075 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-261-01
Objective: None
Ops Tech Chapter 13b, pg 6, 7
Nl-OP-10

KA 295034K204 3.9/3.9

295034K204 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 076 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-008-362-1-01, pg 16
Objective EO 2.4

KA 294001A111 3.3/4.3

294001A111 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 077 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-I OT-008-362-1-01
Objective EO 2. 1

T.S. 2.l.l.b, T.S. 2.2.1

KA 295007G003 3.4/4.2

295007G003 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 078 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

.E(B 2000230501
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-001-226-1-01
Objective 3

KA 295017G007 3.2/3.6

295017G007 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 0?9 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

fgB 2000270501-01
OP-16, pg 32
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-260-1-01

KA 295014G010 4.0/3.9

295014G010 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 080 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

EgB 2000350401-03
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-344-1-04
Objective E0-3.0
EOP-2

KA 295025G012 3 '/4.5
295025G012 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 081 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

E(B 20090500501-02
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-06
Objective: EO 3.0
EOP Bases pg 221, 261

KA 295024K308 3.7/4. 1

295024K308 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 082 (1 ~ 00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT/RE(-006-344-1-05
Objective E0-2.0

KA 295037A105 3.9/4.0

295037A105 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 083 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT/RE(-006-344-1-05, pg 40
Objective E0-3.0

KA 295037A206 4.0/4. 1

295037A206 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 084 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

E(B 2000050401-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-262-02, 01-LOT-001-223-02
Objective 5, 7 respectively
OP-08, 18, 30, 33A

KA 295010A101 3.4/3.5

295010A101, . (KA')

ANSWER: 085 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 1-LOT-006-344-01
Objective 3
EOP Tech Bases, pg 227-229

KA 295026K301 3.8/4.1

295026K301 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 086 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-04
Objective T0-1.0
EOP-2

KA 295003A103 4.4/4.4

295003A103 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 087 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-286-02
Objective 1

NI-OP-21B, pg 2-4

KA 294001K116 3.5/3.8

294001K116 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 088 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

EgB 3440370303-03
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-275-01
Objective: EO 14.0
Nl-OP-19, pg 2

Ops Tech Chapter 25 pg 2

KA 256000G001 3.5/3.5

256000G001 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 089 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-209-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-01
EOP-2

L0-6.0
E0-2.0

KA 295031EA103

295031A103

4.4/4.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 090 (1.00)

d.
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-211-01 L0-10.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-011-211-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 8
N I-OP-12

KA 211000A308 4.2/4.2

211000A308 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 091 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-204-01 L0-7.0
Operations Technology Chapter 7
Nl-OP-3

KA 204000K404

204000K404

3.5(3.6

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 092 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-223-02 L0-4.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-1-223-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 12a

KA 223001K501 3. II3.3

223001K501 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 093 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-223-02 L0-3.0
Nl-OP-8
Nl-OP-9

KA 223001K601 3.6/3.8

223001K601 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 094 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-223-01 L0-3.0/L0-4.0
Operations Technology Chapter 11

KA 223002A302 3.5/3.5

223002A302 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 095 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-342-1-01 E0-2.8
Nl-SOP-8
Nl-OP-1

KA 295018G010 3.4/3.3

295018G010 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 096 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

SRO ONLY
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-006-341-01
Objective: None
OP-34, pg 14

KA 295023A204 3.4/4. 1

295023A204 ..(KA's)

(**********END OF EXAMINATION **********)
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001

002

003

004

005 c

006 '

007 a

008 b

009

010

011

012

013

014

015

016

017

018

019

020

021

022

023

024

025
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026

027

028

029 a

030 b

031 match with selected number in the blank

a 2

b 6

c 5

032

033

034

035

036

037

038

039

040

041

042 c

043 match with selected number in the blank

a 5

b 3

c 6
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044

045

046

047

d 7

048 c

049 match with selected number in the blank

a 8

b 1

c 5

d 3

050

051

052

053

054

055

056

057

058

059

060

061

062

063



't
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064

065

066 c

067 match with selected number in the blank

a 3

068

069

070

071

072

073

074

075

076

077

078

079

080

081

082

083

084

c 2

d 4

a
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085

086

087

088

089

090

091

092

093

094

095

096

(**********END OF fXANINATION **********)
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QUESTION: 001 (1.00)

While attempting to correct a stuck control rod, the operator
observes that drive water flow indication does not change when rod
insertion is attempted.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a possible cause of this
indication?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Directional Control Valve failed shut

Directional Control Valve failed open

Cooling water check valve failed shut

Cooling water check valve failed open

QUESTION: 002 (1.00)

While increasing reactor power, several attempts at rod withdrawalresulted in control rod withdrawals of 2 notches (double notch
withdrawal). The following indications were noted during these
attempts.

— Drive water differential pressure was 270 psid.
— Cooling water differential pressure was 20 psid.
— The green "ROD IN" light was on for 1 second.
— The red "ROD OUT" light was on for 3 seconds.
— The amber "SETTLE" light was on for 10 seconds.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the cause of the double notch
withdrawals.

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Excessive cooling water pressure

RMCS timer malfunction

Excessive drive water pressure

SOV directional control valve SOV-120 failure
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QUESTION: 003 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the power supplies that
must be energized in order to initiate the primary ADS valves (ERV
111, 112, and 113)? Assume that the proper actuation signals
exist.

a ~

b.

c ~

'.

Battery board 11 and MG 172

Battery board 12 and MG 172

Battery board 11 and MG 162

Battery board 12 and MG 162

QUESTION: 004 (1.00)

A plant startup and heatup is in progress with the following
conditions:

— RPV pressure is 540 psig.
— Condenser vacuum is 24" Hg.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the conditions that must
be met prior to reaching 600 psig in order to prevent a reactor
scram?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Mode switch in RUN and MSIVs closed

Mode switch in RUN and MSIVs open

Mode switch in STARTUP and MSIVs closed

Mode switch in STARTUP and MSIVs open
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QUESTION: 005 (1.00)

The reactor is at 1004 power. The quarterly core spray system
operability test for core spray pump 111 and core spray topping
pump 111 is in progress per procedure Nl-ST-QlA. Full flow test
valve 40-06 is fully open.

A loss of coolant accident occurs. RPV level is 0 inches and RPV
pressure is 350 psig. Both are decreasing. Full flow test valve
40-06 fails to close on the initiation signal and core spray
topping pump 112 fails to start.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the core
spray system to these conditions?

r

a ~ Both inside isolation valves open.
Outside isolation valve opens.
Loop ll flow indicator reads 145 x 104 ibm/hr.

b. Both inside isolation valves open.
Outside isolation valve opens.
Loop 11 flow indicator reads 70 x 104 ibm/hr.

c Both inside isolation valves remain closed.
Outside isolation valve opens.
Loop 11 flow indicator reads 0 ibm/hr.

d. Inside isolation valves remain closed.
Outside isolation valve opens.
Loop 11 flow indicator reads 145 x 104 ibm/hr.
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QUESTION: 006 (1.00)

While performing a reactor startup, RPV level is being controlled
with Low Flow Control Valve 11 in Automatic. The controller for
Low Flow Control Valve 12 is inadvertently placed in Automatic.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the
controllers and flow valves to this action?

a ~ 411 controller trips to MANUAL
Low Flow Control Valve 11 remains "as is"

b. 411 controller remains in AUTOMATIC
Low Flow Control Valve 11 remains "as is"

c ~ 411 controller trips to MANUAL
Low Flow Control Valve 11 is driven closed

d. 411 controller remains in AUTOMATIC
Low Flow Control Valve 11 is driven closed

QUESTION: 007 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 804 power. Annunciator H3-3-5,
FEEDWATER HTR 131-135 LEVEL HIGH-HIGH, has alarmed and FW
Temperature, Return to Vessel has decreased 110 degrees.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following operator actions must be taken?

a ~ Reduce Recirc Flow to return power to 804
since DECREASED subcooling can cause a
significant Thermal Power increase

b. Reduce Recirc Flow to reduce power to less
than 64< since INCREASED subcooling can cause
a significant Thermal Power increase

c ~ Scram the reactor since DECREASED subcooling
can cause a significant Thermal Power increase

d. Scram the reactor since INCREASED subcooling
can cause a significant Thermal Power increase
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QUESTION: 008 (1.00)

During reactor startup, Nl-OP-3, Reactor Cleanup System, recommends
maximizing Cleanup System flow by operating two Cleanup Pumps.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the purpose for this
operational requirement?

a ~

b.

To increase the reject flow capability for
controlling Reactor water level during startup
To increase the magnitude of thermal cycling
on the feedwater nozzles during periods of low
feedwater demand

c

d.

To decrease long term radiation buildup in the
Reactor Recirculation piping
To decrease the potential for loss of filter
media from the Cleanup filters

QUESTION: 009 (1.00)

The Reactor is shutdown and the Shutdown Cooling System is in
operation.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions will result in a Shutdown
Cooling System isolation?

a ~

b.

SDC Pump suction pressure at 4 psig
Reactor vessel level at +8 inches

c ~ SDC heat exchanger cooling water outlet
temperature at 155 degrees F

d. SDC pump area temperature at 180 degrees F
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QUESTION: 010 (1.00)

WHICH of the following functions are performed by the venturi flow
nozzles in the main steam lines?

1. Provides a steam flow signal for the
Feedwater Level Control System

2 ~

3.

Limits maximum flow to 1504 of rated
to prevent excessive d/p from being
exerted on MSIVs during a downstream
rupture

Limits coolant loss on a complete
main steam line break

4 ~ Limits maximum flow to 200% of rated
based on a complete severance of the
downstream steam line

5. Limits maximum steam flow to allow
for testing of main steam isolation
valves while operating at power

a ~

b.

c

d.

1, 2, and 3

3, 4, and 5

1, 3, and 4

1, 4, and 5
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QUESTION: 011 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the design and operational
features of the Containment Spray and Raw Water systems that ensure
contaminated water is not released to the environment?

a ~

b.

Raw Water pressure is maintained higher than
Containment Spray pressure and the Raw Water
pumps are always started prior to starting the
associated Containment Spray Pump.

Raw Water pressure is maintained lower than
Containment Spray pressure and the Raw Water
pumps are always started prior to starting the
associated Containment Spray Pump.

c Raw Water pressure is maintained higher than
Containment Spray pressure and the Raw Water
pumps are always started after starting the
associated Containment Spray Pump.

d. Raw Water pressure is maintained lower than
Containment Spray pressure and the Raw Water
pumps are always started after starting the
associated Containment Spray Pump.
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QUESTION: 012 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, Drywell pressure is 3.7 psig and Reactor water
level is 3 inches. The Core Spray system responded to initiation
signals as expected with the exception that Core Spray Topping Pump
121 has TRIPPED.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the
Containment Spray system to these conditions?

a ~

b.

Containment spray pumps do NOT start.
Containment Spray pumps 111 and 121 start

5 seconds after Core Spray initiation.
Containment Spray pumps 112 and 122 start

10 seconds after Core Spray initiation.
c Containment Spray pumps 111 and 121 start

55 seconds after Core Spray initiation.

d.

Containment Spray pumps 112 and 122 start
10 seconds after Core Spray initiation.

Containment Spray pumps 111 and 121 start
55 seconds after Core Spray initiation.

Containment. Spray pumps 112 and 122 start
60 seconds after Core Spray initiation.

QUESTION: 013 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following does NOT initiate the transfer of"on-site" AC power from its normal to reserve supply?

a. Generator trip
b. Sustained low voltage on powerboards 102 and

103

c. Reactor scram

d. Sustained low voltage on powerboards ll and 12
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QUESTION: 014 (1.00)

Following a reactor scram, all rods did NOT fully insert and Liquid
Poison Pump ll was started to inject poison to the vessel. CRD
pump 11 was running.

Subsequently, a total loss of offsite power occurred. Both diesel
generators have started and are supplying their respective buses.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the actions that must be
taken to ensure that CRD and Liquid Poison are operating?

a ~

b.

CRD Pumps 11/12 and Liquid Poison Pump 11 must
be manually restarted.
CRD Pumps 11/12 start. Liquid Poison Pump 11
must be manually restarted.

c ~ CRD Pumps 11/12 must be manually restarted and
Liquid Poison Pump 11 will automatically
restart.

d. CRD Pumps 11/12 and Liquid Poison Pump ll will
automatically restart.
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QUESTION: 015 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the purpose of the inertia
flywheel for RPS Trip Bus Motor-Generator (MG) Set 131 on a loss of
Powerboard 131A?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Maintains the output. voltage and frequency of
the MG within limits for 2.0 SECONDS, whileits power supply is transferred from AC to DC.

Maintains the output voltage and frequency of
the MG within limits for 2.0 MINUTES, whileits power supply is transferred from AC to DC.

Maintains the output voltage and frequency of
the MG within limits for 2.0 SECONDS, at which
time the motor-generator trips.
Maintains the output voltage and frequency of
the MG within limits for 2.0 MINUTES, at which
time the motor-generator trips.
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QUESTION: 016 (1 00)

The Reactor is operating at 154 power when RPS M-G Set 172 trips.
WHICH of the following loads are lost due to this malfunction?

2 ~

3.

4 ~

5.

Rod position indication
Half of the scram pilot valves

Stack gas devices and controls
ECCS control circuitry
Rod Worth Minimizer

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

1, 2, and 3

2, 3, and 4

3, 4, and 5

1, 4, and 5
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QUESTION: 017 (1.00)

The Reactor mode switch is in REFUEL and the refuel platform
grapple is in the fully raised position.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following will generate a rod block?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

The refuel platform is positioned over the
vessel and the fuel grapple is unloaded.

The refuel platform is positioned over the
fuel pool and the fuel grapple is unloaded.

The refuel platform is positioned over the
vessel and the fuel grapple is loaded in
excess of 485 pounds.

The refuel platform is positioned over the
fuel pool and the fuel grapple is loaded in
excess of 485 pounds.
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QUESTION: 018 (1. 00)

The plant is shutdown.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions will ensure that thermalstratification does not occur?

a ~

b.

ci

d.

Vessel level is 16.0 feet on the Wide Range
GEMAC with Shutdown Cooling in service and all
Recirculation Pump suction, discharge and
discharge bypass valves CLOSED

Vessel level is 12.0 feet on the Wide Range
GEMAC with Shutdown Cooling in service and all
Recirculation Pump suction, discharge and
discharge bypass valves CLOSED

Vessel level is 16.0 feet on the Wide Range
GEMAC with all Recirculation Pump suction,
discharge and discharge bypass valves OPEN

Vessel level is 12.0 feet on the Wide Range
GEMAC with all Recirculation Pump suction,
discharge and discharge bypass valves OPEN
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QUESTION: 019 (2.00)

For each of the following conditions in Column A, SELECT the
Emergency Operating Procedure from Column B that should be entered.
Consider each condition separately. (NOTE: Each procedure from
Column B may be used once, more than once, or not at all.)

Column A
(Condition)

Column B
(Procedure)

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Torus temperature at
95 degrees F

Emergency Condenser 11
in service, Emergency
Condenser Vent Rad Monitor
alarms (reading 10 mr/hr),
and EAP-2 Alert limits have
been exceeded

Reactor Building to
Atmospheric differential
pressure is 0" WC

Water level in the SE Core
Spray Pump Compartment is
reported at 6 inches.

1 ~

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

EOP-4, Primary
Containment Control

EOP-5, Secondary
Containment Control

EOP-6, Radioactivity
Release Control

None Applicable
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QUESTION: 020 (1.00)

The Reactor is operating at 1004 power.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following plant conditions comply with
Technical Specification 3.3.2 suppression chamber requirements?

Torus Temperature Torus Level Drywell Pressure

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

90 deg F

88 deg F

80 deg F

78 deg F

11.75 feet
11.75 feet
10.5 feet

10.5 feet

2.0 psig
3 2 psig
2.0 psig
3 ' psig

QUESTION: 021 (1.00)

The Reactor is critical at 100% power. CRD pump ll is out ofservice for a bearing change. Annunciator F3-1-3, CONTROL ROD
DRIVE PUMP 12 TRIP VIB, and annunciator F3-1-5, CRD CHARGING WTR
PRESS HI/LO are received. CRD pump 12 will not restart and CRD
pump 11 will not be available for another 6 hours.

Procedure Nl-OP-5, Control Rod Drive System, requires a reactor
scram.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the basis for scrammingthe reactor under these conditions?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

High pressure coolant injection is lost.
CRD stabilizing flow is lost.
CRD cooling water-flow is lost.
CRD drive water flow is lost.
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QUESTION: 022 (2.00)

For each of the locations in Column A, SELECT the condition from
Column B as it applies to the operator "at the controls". (NOTE:
Items from Column B may be used once, more than once, or not atall. )

Column A
(Location)

a. SSS office
b. Control Console

c. J panel

d. Control Room
lavatory

Column B
(Conditions)

1. Off limits
2. Entered for emergency

or non-routine alarm
response only

3. Normal operator
attention area

QUESTION: 023 (1.00)

A markup is to be applied to a system that is identified in
Technical Specifications. Which ONE (1) of the following,should
the CSO ensure?

a ~

b.

c ~

The placement of the tags is performed by a licensed
operator.

A maintenance person verifies the markup prior to
placement of the tags.

The placement of the tags is independently verified by a
licensed operator.

d. The placement of tags in a high radiation area is
independently verified.
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QUESTION: 024 (1.00)

During a transient the plant conditions are as follows:
II

RPV level is -90 inches and decreasing.
RPV pressure is 300 psig.
Torus level is 13.5 feet.
Torus water temperature is 115 deg F.
Core spray is in service.
CRD is injecting into the RPV.
HPCI has tripped and cannot be started.

In accordance with EOP-2, the SSS orders that the reactor be
depressurized in accordance with EOP-8.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the purpose for this action?

a ~ Maximize injection flow from Core Spray

b.

c ~

d.

Provide steam cooling for the reactor
Maximize inventory loss from the RPV breach

Maximize injection flow from CRD

QUESTION: 025 (1.00)

Which ONE (1) of the following is NOT a method of providing
adequate core cooling per the EOPs?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Steam cooling with Emergency Condensers in service.
Drywell flooded to elevation 0 inches with Containment
Spray System.

Core submergence with Liquid Poison. System.

Spray cooling with Core Spray System.
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QUESTION: 026 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, Steam Cooling, EOP-9, is being executed to
provide core cooling. Plant conditions are as follows:

Fuel Zone Water level indicates -165 inches and decreasing
slowly (digital indicator is on continuously)
RPV pressure is 780 psig and decreasing slowlyAll ERVs are closed
MSIVs are closed
Emergency condensers are inoperable

The SSS orders that 1 ERV be opened.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the reason for this
action?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

An ERV must. be opened to ensure ERVs are operable priorto initiating emergency depressurization

An ERV must be opened to reduce pressure to below the
discharge pressure of alternate injection systems

An ERV must be opened to continue steam cooling at aneffective flow rate through the fuel assemblies

An ERV must be opened in preparation for opening three
ERVs when pressure drops to 700 psig
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QUESTION: 027 (1. 00)

Following major system maintenance, a valve lineup is being
conducted on the Core Spray system.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the'ppropriate action to be
taken if a discrepancy is identified?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Notify the CSO and immediately reposition the
components that are found NOT to be in the
required position.
Notify the SSS and immediately reposition the
components that are found NOT to be in the
required position.
Notify the CSO and reposition the componentsthat are found NOT to be in the required
position at the instruction of the CSO or SSS.

Notify the SSS and reposition the componentsthat are found NOT to be in the required
position at the instruction of the CSO or SSS.
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QUESTION: 028 (1.00)

A reactor startup is being conducted. Plant conditions are as
follows:

— Reactor power is 154
— RWM indicates insert errors on:

Rod 10-19 Insert limit 10
Rod 12-21 Insert limit 16

— RWM Insert Block light is ON
— NO withdraw errors indicated

Withdraw limit 18
Withdraw limit 24

Rod 12-21 is given a single notch rod withdrawal signal. A control
rod drift alarm is received and the operator observes that rod
10-19 is moving out of the core and is passing notch 28. The
operator selects rod 10-19 and then holds the Rod Out Notch/
Emergency Rod In switch in the EMERGENCY ROD IN position per
Nl-OP-5. Note: Insert block did NOT clear when rod 12-21 was
withdrawn.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes the response of
the rod to this action?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Rod will insert until it is fully inserted.
Rod will insert until it reaches its insertlimit.
Rod out movement will stop and the rod will
remain at position 28.

Rod out movement'-'will continue until the rodis fully withdrawn.
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QUESTION: 029 (2.00)

For each of the conditions in column A, SELECT the Rod Worth
Minimizer indication in column B which would be expected. (NOTE:
The items in column B may be used once, more than once, or not atall.)

Column A
(Conditions)

a. RWM group 2 is currently
latched and a rod is selected
from RWM group 4.

b. One withdraw error exists
with reactor power at 224
and the RWM energized.

c. Reed switches 18 and 20
stick shut when rod 18-19
is moved from notch 16 to
notch 24.

Column B
(Indications)

1. Latched Sequence Light
2. Select Error
3. Insert Error

4. Insert Block

5. Withdraw Block

6. Out of Sequence Light

d. Three insert errors exist
with reactor power at 15%.

QUESTION: 030 (1.00)

A reactor startup is in progress. The reactor is critical and
power is in the source range at 1500 cps when SRM 14 fails upscale.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the
Reactor Protection and Reactor Manual Control Systems to thisfailure?

a. No rod block and no scram signal
b. Rod block and no scram signal
c. Rod block and half scram signal
d. Rod block and full scram signal
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QUESTION: 031 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions will result in an IRM rod
block?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Mode switch in REFUEL
IRM 14 downscale on range 2

Mode switch in STARTUP
IRM 14 at 504 on range 3

Mode switch in STARTUP
IRM 14 downscale on range 3

Mode switch in RUN
IRM 14 downscale on range 3

QUESTION: 032 (1.00)

The reactor is shutdown and the mode switch is in the REFUELposition during core offload. Both "non-coincident/coincident"
bypass switches on the M panel are in the "non-coincident"
position. Welding in the drywell results in a spike on IRM 11 thatdrives the channel upscale high.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the effect of this spike
on the reactor protection and reactor manual control systems?

a. Half scram without a rod block

b. Half scram with a rod block

c. Full scram without a rod block
d. Full scram with a rod block
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QUESTION: 033 (1.00)

A reactor scram has occurred due to an APRM Upscale Hi-Hi trip.All APRMs are downscale and the SDV High Water Level Trip is
bypassed.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions must be satisfied in
order to reset the scram?

a 0 5 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in REFUEL

b. 10 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in REFUEL

c ~ 5 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in RUN

d. 10 seconds have passed and the Reactor Mode
Switch is in RUN

QUESTION: 034 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 804 power and 90% flow when the flow
converter from detector ll to flow unit 11 fails downscale. Priorto the failure, ALL flow detector outputs and flow unit outputs
were exactly EQUAL.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the plant response to thisfailure?
a. Rod block

b. Half scram

c. Rod block and half scram

d. No rod bl'ock and no half scram
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QUESTION: 035 (1.00)

The reactor analyst is obtaining a TIP trace when a containmentisolation signal is received.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response to this
signal?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

The TIP detector is automatically withdrawn
from the core and then the squib valve
automatically fires.
Regardless of the position of the TIP
detector, the squib valve automatically fires.
The TIP detector is automatically withdrawn
from the core and then the ball valve
automatically closes.

Regardless of the position of the TIP
detector, the ball valve automatically closes.
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QUESTION: 036 (1.00)

The following conditions have existed for 110 seconds with NO
operator action.

— Drywell pressure
— RPV level

3 ~ 7 ps1g
-15 inches

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the expected indication of
ADS status?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

White TIMER light illuminated and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light illuminated
White TIMER light illuminated and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light extinguished
White TIMER light extinguished and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light illuminated
White TIMER light extinguished and blue
SOLENOID ENERGIZED light extinguished
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QUESTION: 037 (1.00)

EOP-2, RPV Control, Step 3.3.1, requires that the ADS INHIBIT
switches be placed in the BYPASS position if vessel level CANNOT be
maintained above -84 inches (TAF).

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the purpose for this
action?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Prevents automatic depressurization which may
compromise actions to assure adequate core
cooling

Prevents ERV cycling which may lead to
fluctuating RPV level
Prevents automatic depressurization which may
lead to significant dynamic loads on the RPV,
ERV tailpipes, and Torus

Prevents ERV cycling which may lead to
significant dynamic loads on the RPV, ERV
tailpipes, and Torus.
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QUESTION: 038 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 804 power when the following
annunciators are received.

— TURB ELECTRICAL PRESS. REG. (PRESS -VOLTS) (A2-4-5)
TURBINE BYPASS VALVES OPEN (A1-4-6)

Reactor pressure is 900 psig and DECREASING.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following would be the correct operator
response?

a ~ Manually adjust the MPR setpoint to shut the
bypass valves and stop the reactor pressure
decrease

b. Manually operate the Bypass Opening Jack to
shut the bypass valves and stop the reactor
pressure decrease

c

d.

Manually scram the reactor and shut the MSIVsto stop the reactor pressure decrease

Manually trip the g2 vacuum trip pushbutton
and shut the bypass valves to stop the reactor
pressure decrease
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QUESTION: 039 (1.00)

An MSIV closure and a reactor scram have occurred. Following an
Emergency Cooling System actuation, Emergency Cooling Loop 11
ISOLATED. Subsequently, the EMERGENCY COOLING CHANNEL 11 bypass
switches are placed in the BYPASS position. Reactor pressure is
1100 psig.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the expected positions of
the Emergency Cooling System valves?

a ~ EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 open
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 closed

b.

c ~

EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 open
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 open

EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 closed
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 closed

d. EMERG CNDSR COND RET ISOLATION VALVE 11 closed
and EC STM ISOLATION VALVE 111 open
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QUESTION: 040 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes the operation of
the EC condensate return valve?

'a ~ If opened from the Control Room, it may be
closed ONLY from the Remote Shutdown Panel

b. If opened from the Control Room, it may be
closed from EITHER the Control Room or the
Remote Shutdown Panel

c If opened„from the Remote Shutdown Panel, it
may be closed ONLY from the Remote Shutdown
Panel

d. If opened from the Remote Shutdown Panel, it
may be closed from EITHER the Control Room or
the Remote Shutdown Panel



I
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QUESTION: 041 (2.00)

Core spray and containment spray initiation signals have been
received from both RPS channels.

For each of the pumps in column A, SELECT the time from column B at
which the pump will start. (NOTE: The items in column B may be
used once, more than once, or not at all.)

Column A
(Pumps)

a. Core Spray Pumps 121 and 122

b. Core Spray Topping Pumps 111
and 112

c. Core Spray Topping Pumps 121
and 122

t

d. Containment Spray Pumps 111
and 121

Column B
(Times)

1. 0 seconds

2. 5 seconds

3. 7, seconds

4. 10 seconds

5. 13 seconds

6. 20 seconds

7. 25 seconds

QUESTION: 042 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the flow path which
provides minimum cooling water flow for the feedwater pumpsfollowing a HPCI initiation?

a 0

b.

c ~

d.

Through the long path recirc valves

Through the two inch recirc valves

Through the six inch recirc valves

Through both the two inch and the six inch
recirc valves
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QUESTION: 043 (1.00)

Following a reactor scram and turbine trip with HPCI reset, RPVlevel increased to +100 inches and both Motor Driven Feedwater
Pumps tripped. RPV level is now +55".

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the switch positions
necessary to restart a feedwater pump?

a ~

b.

C ~

d.

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in NORMAL and
FEEDWATER PUMP Switch in START

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in BYPASS and
FEEDWATER PUMP Switch in NORMAL

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in NORMAL and
FEEDWATER PUMP switch in NORMAL

High Level Trip Bypass Switch in BYPASS and
FEEDWATER PUMP switch in START



f
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QUESTION: 044 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 1004 power. Due to a high motor
temperature, the operator must secure reactor recirculation pump
$ 15.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason for decreasing reactor
power to less than 90.54 prior to isolating the recirculation pump?

a ~ To reduce core flow coast down following a
rupture in one of the operating recirculation
loops.

b. To prevent an excessive power excursion upon
an inadvertent startup of recirculation pump
f15 when the loop has cooled down.

c ~

d.

To reduce the mass of coolant lost during the
blowdown resulting from a rupture of a
recirculation loop.

To prevent exceeding the MCPR thermal limit
upon a controller failure causing speed to
increase for one or more of the operating
recirculation pumps.
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QUESTION: 045 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following would result in automatic initiation
of the Emergency Ventilation System?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

RB Vent. Rad Monitor indicating 1.5 mr/hr with
the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the BYPASS
position.
RB Vent Rad Monitor indicating 3.5 mr/hr with
the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the REFUEL
position.
Fuel Pool High Range Rad Monitor indicating
3.5 R/hr with the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the
BYPASS position.
Fuel Pool High Range Rad Monitor indicating
1.5 R/hr with the Refuel/Bypass Switch in the
REFUEL position.

QUESTION: 046 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, the Emergency Ventilation System (EVS) has
automatically initiated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes why the operatoris required to secure ONE train of EVS?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

to ensure that filter efficiencies are
maximized

to minimize the decay heat load on the
charcoal filters
to ensure that the 10 kw heater can reduceinlet humidity to meet design requirements

to maximize the cooling flow to the charcoalfilters
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QUESTION: 047 (2.00)

The reactor is operating at 100% power.

For each of the automatic actions in column A, SELECT the
appropriate setpoint from column B. (NOTE: The items in column B
may be used once, more than once, or not at all.

Column A
(Actions)

a. Recirc Pump (ATWS) trip

Column B
(SetpoiMs)

7{pl

1. 850 psig
b. MSIV closure 2. 950 psig
c

d.

First two ERVs open

High pressure alarm

3. 1040 psig
4.

5.

6.

7

8.

9.

1080 psig

1090 psig
1095 psig
1100 psig
1135 psig
1218 psig
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QUESTION: 048 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at 1004 power.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of vacuumtrip 1 to a loss of circulating water?

a ~ Vacuum trip 1 actuates at 20" Hg to close the
Turbine Stop Valves and the Extraction Non-
Return Valves.

b. Vacuum trip 1 actuates at 20" Hg to close the
Turbine Control Valves and the Turbine Bypass
Valves.

Co Vacuum trip 1 actuates at 10" Hg to close the
Turbine Stop Valves and the Extraction Non-
Return Valves.

d. Vacuum trip 1 actuates at 10" Hg to close the
Turbine Control Valves and the Turbine Bypass
Valves.



W
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QUESTION: 049 (1.00)

WHICH of the following combinations describes the logic that will
cause the Off-Gas Stack Isolation Valve 77-03 to close?

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

One downscale trip and one high trip
Two high-high trips
One downscale trip and one high-high trip
Two downscale trips

a. 1 and 4

b. 2 and 4

c. 2 and 3

d. 2, 3 and 4

QUESTION: 050 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the RPIS
to an overtravel full-in condition?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
green backlight with no readout.

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
red backlight with no readout.

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
green backlight with the "00" readout..

Overtravel beyond full-in is indicated by a
red backlight with the "00" readout.
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QUESTION: 051 (1.00)

The Reactor is shutdown and refueling is in progress. Annunciator
H3-3-2, CONDENSATE TRANS PUMP HEADER PRES LOW, is received. Fuel
pool level indication on L panel indicates that fuel pool level is
decreasing. LCV 57-25 has failed closed.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the response of the Fuel
Pool Cooling system as Surge Tank level decreases?

a ~ LCV 57-58 opens at 5'6" to supply make-up to
the Fuel Pool.

b. LCV 57-58 opens at 7'0" to supply make-up to
the Fuel Pool.

c ~

d.

LCV 57-58 opens at 5'6" to supply make-up to
the Surge Tanks.

LCV 57-58 opens at 7'0" to supply make-up to
the Surge Tanks.
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QUESTION: 052 (1.00)

The air system is lined up as follows:
— Instrument Air Compressor 11
— Instrument Air Compressor 12
— Instrument Air Compressor 13
— Service Air Compressor
— Breathing Air Compressor

AUTO START (Red flag)
Out of Service
START (Red flag)
AUTO START
AUTO START

A pipe rupture occurs in the instrument air piping. The following
conditions result:

Both instrument air compressors indicate full load amps on
L panel

Instrument air receiver Ill pressure is 87 psig decreasing
Instrument air receiver 512 pressure is 88 psig decreasing

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the expected positions of
instrument air system valves BV 94-90 (Air Supply Valve), BV 94.2-
01 (Air Discharge Valve), and BV 94-19 (Backup From Service Air)?

a ~ BV 94-90 OPEN
BV 94.2-01 CLOSED
BV 94-19 OPEN

b. BV 94-90 CLOSED
BV 94.2-01 OPEN
BV 94-19 OPEN

c ~ BV 94-90 OPEN
BV 94.2-01 CLOSED
BV 94-19 CLOSED

d. BV 94-90 CLOSED
BV 94.2-01 OPEN
BV 94-19 CLOSED
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QUESTION: 053 (1.00)

A total loss of instrument air has occurred and Nl-SOP-6,
Instrument Air Failure, has been entered. CRD instrument air
pressure is 55 psig.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the operator actions that,
must be taken to offset the effect of the loss of instrument air on
the CRD system?

a ~ Commence a reactor shutdown, since rod control
may be lost when the flow control valve fails
CLOSED.

b. Commence a reactor shutdown, since rod control
may be lost when the flow control valve fails
OPEN.

c Scram the reactor, since scram capability may
be lost when the scram discharge volume vent &
drain valves fail CLOSED.

d. Scram the reactor, since scram capability may
be lost when the scram discharge volume vent &
drain valves fail OPEN.
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43'UESTION:

054 (1.00)

Service Water Pump 11 is out. of service for maintenance. Service
Water Pump 12 trips on overload and will not restart. Per Nl-SOP-
7, the reactor is scrammed, Recirc pumps are tripped, both
Emergency Service Water pumps are started, MSIVs are closed and
Condenser, vacuum is broken.

WHICH of the following loads are being supplied with service water?

1 ~

2.

3.

4 ~

5.

TBCLC heat exchangers

RBCLC heat exchangers

Screen Wash pumps

Turbine building service water

Reactor building service water

a. 2 and 4

b. 2 and 5

c ~

d.

1, 3, and 5

2, 3 and 5
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QUESTION: 055 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following Nuclear Instrument indications would
indicate thermal hydraulic instability in accordance with N1-SOP-
13, Unexplained Reactor Power Oscillations?

a ~ Power oscillations of 74 of rated on the APRM
meters AND periodic LPRM downscale alarms with
local flux oscillations of 54 on the alarming
LPRMs

b. Power oscillations of 6c of rated on the APRM
meters AND periodic LPRM downscale alarms with
local flux oscillations of 15% on the alarming
LRPMs

c Power oscillations of 54 of rated on the APRM
chart recorders AND periodic LPRM upscale
alarms

d. Power oscillations of 8> of rated on the APRM
chart recorders AND periodic APRM upscale
alarms
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QUESTION: 056 (1.00)

A loss of offsite power with turbine trip and reactor scram has
occurred from 1004 power. EDG 102 was out of service for
maintenance and EDG 103 failed to start. N1-SOP-18, Station
Blackout, has been initiated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions must be taken per Nl-SOP-18?

a ~ Perform station battery load reductions within
15 minutes to maintain sufficient battery
capacity to restart an emergency diesel when
required

b. Perform station battery load reductions within
15 minutes to maintain annunciators, process
computer, and reactor/containment instruments
operable

c Perform station battery load reductions within
30 minutes to maintain sufficient battery
capacity to restart an emergency diesel when
required

d. Perform station battery load reductions within
30 minutes to maintain annunciators, process
computer, and reactor/containment instruments
operable
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QUESTION: 057 (1.00)

An Anticipated Transient Without Scram has occurred and initiation
of Liquid Poison has been directed. When the operator places the
Liquid Poison "pumps key lock switch to the System 11 and System 12
positions, the Liquid Poison pumps do NOT start.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following methods can be used as an alternate
means 'of, injecting liquid poison?

A hydro

a ~

pump is connected by hoses to the Liquid Poison Tank drain.
il

The discharge of the AIR DRIVEN hydro pump is
directed to drain valves upstream of the
explosive valves and through the explosive
valves to the reactor vessel.

b. The discharge of the ELECTRIC hydro pump is
directed to drain valves upstream of the
explosive valves and through the explosive
valves to the reactor vessel.

c ~ The discharge of the AIR DRIVEN hydro pump is
directed to drain valves downstream of the
explosive valves and through the containment
isolation check valves to the reactor vessel.

d. The discharge of the ELECTRIC hydro pump is
directed to drain valves downstream of the
explosive valves and through the containment
isolation check valves to the reactor vessel.
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QUESTION: 058 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, the following conditions exist:
— SPDS is out of service.
— NO Recirc Pumps are running.
— NO Core Spray Pumps are running.
— DW AMBIENT TEMP EL 320 is 275 degrees F.
— Drywell Pressure is 45 psig.
— Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount indicates -25 inches.
— Fuel Zone Water Level indicator is flashing and

~ indicates -34 inches

WHICH ONE (1) of the following explains why Reactor water level
indication is incorrect?

a ~ Both Fuel Zone and Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount are
incorrect due to reference leg flashing.

b.

c ~

Fuel Zone is incorrect due to reference leg
flashing. Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount is incorrect
because the instrument reads below the Minimum
Usable Indicating Level.

Fuel Zone is incorrect because the instrument
reads below the Minimum Usable Indicating
Level. Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount is incorrect due to
reference leg flashing.

d. Both Fuel Zone and Lo-Lo-Lo Rosemount are
incorrect because the instruments read BELOW
the Minimum Usable Indicating Level.



'n
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QUESTION: 059 (1.00)

EOP-4, Primary Containment Control, step 5.2, directs operators to
take action to initiate drywell sprays BEFORE Drywell temperature
reaches 300 degrees F.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is NOT the basis for this action?
a ~

b.

ERV operability cannot be assured at greater
than 301 degrees F.

Drywell design temperature is 310 degrees F.

c ~

d.

The top of the DRYWELL AMBIENT TEMP meter
indicating range is 300 degrees F.

The maximum value of drywell temperature that
can be indicated on SPDS is 300 degrees F.

QUESTION: 060 (1.00)

The override in step 1 of EOP-5, Secondary Containment Control,specifies that if Reactor Building exhaust radiation levels exceed
5 mr/hr the operator should verify that Reactor Buildingventilation isolated and that EVS initiated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the purpose of this override?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

To maintain Reactor Building area temperatures
below the alarm setpoints
To maintain positive Reactor Building pressure
under post transient conditions
To maintain negative Reactor Building pressure
under post transient conditions
To maintain adequate ventilation system flow
rates under post transient conditions
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QUESTION: 061 (1.00)

EOP-5, Secondary Containment Control, step 3.4, directs that "if
any area temperature cannot be restored and maintained below its
alarm setpoint. and a primary system is discharging into the ReactorBuilding" a scram should be initiated (if a scram has not already
occurred).

WHICH ONE '(1) of the following defines a PRIMARY system as
referenced in this step?

a. A system that is necessary to shutdown the
reactor.

b.

c ~

A system that is physically connected to the
Reactor pressure vessel.

A system that is physically connected to the
drywell or torus.

d. A system that is necessary to assure adequate
core cooling.
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QUESTION: 062 (1.00)

The reactor is shutdown and a cooldown is in progress with the
following conditions:

— Shutdown Cooling in service with two pumps and two heat
exchangers

— RPV temperature
,

210 degrees F
— RPV pressure 29 psig
— Condenser vacuum 5" Hg vacuum

The shutdown cooling system has isolated.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following could be used as an alternate means
of cooling down the plant?

a ~

b.

Maximize RWCU system flow and RBCLC flow
through the NRHX

Operate the Turbine Bypass valves

c ~ Operate the Emergency Condenser vents to the
Main Condenser

d. Maximize cooling water flow to the CRDs
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QUESTION: 063 (1.00)

Condenser vacuum is 23" Hg and decreasing.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a possible cause of the degrading
condenser vacuum?

a ~ Circulating Water Intake Tunnel Temperature
decreased

b.

c ~

d.

Circulating Water pump current and
differential pressure decreased

Condenser water box temperature decreased

Circulating Water pump discharge pressure and
pump current increased
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QUESTION: 064 (1.00)

Following a LOCA, Torus level is 14.75 feet (steady) and Reactor
pressure is 300 psig and decreasing slowly.
Under these conditions with adequate core cooling assured, EOP-4,
Primary Containment Control, requires that all injection to the
vessel be terminated except Core Spray, boron. and CRD.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a basis for these actions?

Core Spray is not terminated because it is
used to discharge torus water to the Waste
Collector Tank.

b. CRD is not terminated because it is used to
provide cooling water to the drive mechanism
seals.

c

d.

Core Spray is not terminated because it
recirculates water from the Torus through the
RPV to assure adequate core cooling.
CRD is not terminated because it is used to
provide high pressure coolant injection.
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QUESTION: 065 (2.00)

For each of the conditions listed in Column A, SELECT the type of
controlled area from Column B. (NOTE: Items from Column B may be
used once, more than once, or not at all.

Column A
(Conditions)

Column B
(Controlled Areas)

a. 500 dpm/100 cm2
removable beta-
gamma

b. 200 mr/hr general
area radiation

c. 120 mrem dose in
in 5 consecutive
days

d. 2 R/hr general
area radiation

2.

3.

4 ~

5.

6.

7.

High Radiation Area

Radiation Area

Contaminated Area

High High Radiation Area

Clean Area

Restricted Area

Unrestricted Area
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QUESTION: 066 (1. 00)

CRD Pump ll motor breaker has a Blue Markup tag on it.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following is correct concerning operation of
CRD 11 pump?

a. Operation of the pump may only be conducted by
a licensed operator with permission of the
CSO.

b. Operation of the pump may only be conducted by
the markup man assigned to the system with
permission of the SSS.

c. Operation of the pump may only be conducted by
a licensed operator with permission of the
markup man assigned to the system.

d. Operation of the pump may only be conducted by
the markup man assigned to the system with
permission of the CSO.
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QUESTION: 067 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following jobs would NOT equire a Radiation
Work Permit (RWP) in accordance with AP-3.3 , "Radiation Work
Permit" ?

a. Inspection of equipment i an airborne
radioactivity area. No ork will be
performed.

b. Repairs to a Shutd n Cooling pump that are
expected to take wo workers approximately 1

hour to comple . Radiation levels in the
area are 10 m /hr.

c. Decontami tion of an area in the Radwaste
Building in which contamination levels are
15,000 pm/100 cm2.

d. Remo al of a motor operated valve from the
Re tor Water Cleanup system.

QUESTION: 068 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an example of a work practice
that contributes to meeting ALARA goals?

a. Entering an area with a large steam leak on an
Extended RWP in order to locate the leak

b. Entering the TIP Room on an Extended RWP for
training on the TIP system

c. Entering a Radiation Area for independent
verification of a valve line-up only after the
initial line-up is complete

d. Entering a High Radiation Area with an out of
calibration instrument
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QUESTION: 069 (1.00)

t

WHICH ONE (I) of the following is a requirement for photo-
identification badges?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Photo-identification badges shall be worn
inside protective clothing when entering the
drywell.

Photo-identification badges shall be
surrendered to security personnel when
entering the drywell.

Photo-identification badges shall be
surrendered to radiological protection
personnel when entering the drywell.

Photo-identification badges shall be worn -in
plain view at ALL times within the drywell

QUESTION: 070 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (I) of the following is NOT correct with respect to
requirements for Key Control?

a. Vital area keys may be issued only to those
individuals authorized access to vital,
equipment.

b. Vital area keys may be issued to individuals
by the CSO.

d.

Vital area keys may be issued to individuals
for use while in the Protected Area only.

1'J

Vital area keys for areas not accessed on a
regular basis will be issued by use of a key
sign out log.
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QUESTION: 071 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is NOT correct concerning the
storage of oxygen cylinders?

a.

b.

C.

Oxygen Cylinders must be stored at least 20
feet from fuel gas cylinders except while on a
welding rig.

Oxygen Cylinders must be separated from fuel
gas cylinders by a five foot high fire wall
with a half hour rating.

Oxygen Cylinders must be tied off in groups of
five or less.

d. Oxygen Cylinders must be stored in areas where
ambient temperature is less than 125 degrees F.

QUESTION: 072 (1.00)

A reactor startup is in progress, reactor power is 15/ of rated and
control rods are being withdrawn. The operator reports that all
position indication for control rod 18-19 has been lost. Upon
attempts to re-insert the control rod all LPRNs near the rod
remained constant and position indication was not regained.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the condition of the rod?

a 0 The control rod is drifting.
b. The control rod has scrammed.

C. The control rod is uncoupled.

d. The control rod is stuck.
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QUESTION: 073 (1.00)

,A plant startup is in progress and reactor power has been increased
to 30X power. The Refuel Floor is clear of all personnel and the
refuel bridge has been placed in the normal shutdown condition.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions would result in isolation
of the Reactor Building Ventilation and initiation of Emergency
Ventilation?

a. Refuel bridge radiation monitor indicates 900 mr/hr.

b. Reactor Building low differential pressure alarm has been
received.

c. Reactor Building Ventilation exhaust radiation monitor
indicates 11 mr/hr.

d. Reactor Building Ventilation exhaust air low flow alarm
has been received.

QUESTION: 074 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes when the control room
operators are allowed to operate the reactor plant outside one or
more of the limiting conditions for operations per Technical
Specifications?

a. When the Chief Shift Operator deems it necessary to
protect safety related equipment and on-site personnel.

b. When necessary to protect the public health and safety
and approved by the Unit 1 Plant Manager.

'.

When directed. by the Site Emergency Oirector to protect
safety related equipment and on-site personnel.

d. When required to protect the public health and safety
during an emergency and approved by a licensed SRO.
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QUESTION: 075 (1.00)

The reactor was operating at IOOX rated power when the Hain Turbine
Bypass and Control Valves FAILED OPEN causing a reactor pressure
decrease: The following events occur:

RPV pressure decreases to 750 psig before the HSIVs begin
closing and reactor power decreases to 50X on APRHs

After the HSIVs close, RPV pressure increases to 1380 psig
before ERVs decrease pressure to about 1100 psig

Reactor power spikes to 120M on APRHs and a scram decreases
power to 0/

RPV level decreases to a low of -5 inches before operators
are able to restore level to normal

Which ONE (1) of the following Safety Limits has been exceeded?

RPV level and and neutron flux limits.
b. RPV level and HCPR limits.

C.

d.

RPV pressure and MCPR limits.

RPV pressure and neutron flux limits.

QUESTION: 076 (1.00)

Due to a loss of coolant accident, the Torus level has increased to
12.5 feet.

To prevent the possibility of a release of radioactivity to the
environment, WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions must the
operator perform prior to starting a Containment Spray Pump to
lower torus level?

a. Install a temporary radiation monitor on the associated
discharge line to radwaste.

b. Close the associated Torus to Bypass valve.

c. Close the associated Raw Water Containment Spray blocking
valve.

d. Start the associated Raw Water Pump.
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QUESTION: 077 (1.00)

The plant is operating at 90X rated power when the operator
observes APRH recorders increasing approximately 5X per second.

WHICH of the following parameters should the operator check for
changes in accordance with Nl-SOP-2, Unexplained Reactor Power
Changes?

1. Reactor pressure

2. Control rod drive cooling water pressure

3. Turbine steam flow

4. Xenon concentration

5. LPRH indicators on the F panel

a. 1,3, and5

b. 2, 4, and 5

c. 1, 3, and 4

d. 2, 3, and 5
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QUESTION: 078 (1.00)

Due to a plant transient the EOP-2 has been entered. Plant
conditions are as follows:

HSIVs are closed and condenser vacuum is 5" Hg.
2 ERVs are cycling with RPV pressure between 1080 and

1100 psig.
'mergencycondensers are isolated.

Torus level is 8.5 feet.
Torus cooling is inoperable and Torus temperature is

105 deg. F, increasing.

The SSS directs the operator to manually open ERVs until RPV
pressure drops to 965 psig.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the purpose of this action?

a ~

b.

Reduce reactor pressure to below the Heat Capacity
Temperature Limit

Reduce reactor pressure to below the Torus
Load Limit

C.

d.

Reduce reactor pressure to a value that is well below the
setpoint of the lowest lifting ERVs

Reduce reactor pressure to a value that corresponds to a
steam flow that is within the Turbine Bypass Valve
capability
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QUESTION: 079 (1.00)

Following a large LOCA, containment spray is automatically
initiated.

Why must the operator lock out the containment spray pumps when
drywell pressure decreases to less than 3.5 psig?

a. To prevent exceeding drywell negative design pressure.

b. To prevent flooding the drywell.

c. To prevent the containment spray pumps from cavitating.

d. To prevent overloading the diesel generators.

QUESTION: 080 (1.00)

A reactor transient with a failure of control rods to insert on a
scram is in progress. EOP-3 and SOP-3, Alternate Control Rod
Insertion, have been entered and the reactor operator has been
directed to manually insert the control rods.

WHICH ONE (I) of the following is the proper method to use for
manual control rod insertion?

a. Insert all the cram rods and then insert the remaining
rods in a "checker board" pattern starting near the
center of the core.

b. Insert every other rod in a spiral pattern beginning near
the edge of the core.

c. Insert all rods located in the high power regions of the
core and then insert the remaining rods in a "checker
board" pattern.

d. Insert every other rod in a spiral pattern beginning in
the highest power region of the core.
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QUESTION: 081 (1.00)

A transient is in progress in which the reactor has failed to scram
due to a fire in the control room. Plant conditions are as
follows:

— HSIVs are closed.
— ERVs are being manually cycled to control RPV .pressure.
— Torus water temperature is 108 deg F and increasing.- Liquid poison system has been initiated.
— An ADS initiation signal has been received.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the basis for inhibiting ADS per
EOP-3 under these conditions?

a. To prevent inadequate cooling of the core due to the
large and rapid loss of coolant inventory during RPV
depressurization.

b. To prevent excessive power excursions due to the cold
water injected from low pressure injection systems.

c. To prevent a challenge to the integrity of the Torus due
to exceeding the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit before
the RPV is depressurized.

d. To prevent a challenge to the integrity of the cladding
due to the excessive steam voiding which occurs during
RPV depressurization.
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QUESTION: 082 (1.00)

'A reactor shutdown is in progress with T101N out of service. When
the Hain Turbine is tripped the supply breaker to T101S trips and
CANNOT be reclosed. Plant conditions are as follows:

— Drywell pressure is 2.0 psig slowly increasing.
— RPV level is 74 inches and steady.- Bypass valves are controlling RPV pressure.

Which of the following four systems/components listed below must be
manually returned to service to provide drywell cooling?

1. RBCLC (Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling)

2. ESW (Emergency Service Water)
'.

Power Board 16A

4. Containment Spray pumps

a.', 2, and 3

b. 2, 3, and 4

c. 1 and 2

d. 3 and 4
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QUESTION: 083 (1. 00)

From the following list, SELECT the correct reasons for operating
the plant in the "good" region of the Heat Capacity Temperature
Limit (HCTL) curve.

1. To prevent exceeding the Torus design temperature
during emergency depressurization.

2. To prevent exceeding the Drywell pressure limit
with 3 ERVs open.

3. To prevent chugging in the ERV tailpipes during ERV
operation.

4. To prevent chugging in the Drywell to Torus
downcomer pipes in the event of a LOCA.

a. 1 and 2

b. 3 and 4

c. 1 and 3

d. 2 and 4
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QUESTION: 084 (1.00)

The plant is operating at 100/ rated power when a complete loss of
all AC power occurs due to a loss of the grid and a failure of all
diesel generators to start.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following correctly describes the method by
which reactor pressure will be

controlled'.

Operators will verify reactor pressure stabilizes less
than 1080 psig with the main turbine bypass valves.

b. Operators will verify flow to the emergency condensers
and maintain a cooldown rate less than 100 deg F/hour.

c. Operators will manually open ERVs as necessary to reduce
reactor pressure to less than 330 psig, to allow low
pressure ECCS injection.

d. Operators will manually initiate ADS and rapidly
depressurize the reactor.



hl
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QUESTION: 085 (1.00)

SELECT the TYPES of FIRES from the following list that the Foam
Water Hose Reel System should be used to control and extinguish.

l. A fire in energized electrical equipment

2. A fire involving turbine lube oil

3. A fire involving liquified gases with boiling
points below ambient temperatures

4. A fire caused by a leak in the Hydrogen Seal Oil
System

5. A fire caused by a hydrogen leak in the Hain
Generator

a. 1, 2, and 3

b. 3, 4, and 5

c. 3 and 5

d. 2 and 4
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QUESTION: 086 (1.00)

The reactor plant is operating at 90Ã rated power when the operator
reports that the condenser inlet to discharge tunnel temperature
differential is 38 degrees F.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions should be taken?

a. Reduce main generator load by reducing recirculation flow
to reduce thermal stress on the main condenser.

b. Reduce main generator load by inserting control rods to
reduce the condensate depression.

c. Increase main generator load by increasing recirculation
flow to improve the plant efficiency.

d. Maintain generator load constant and continue to monitor
the differential temperature.

QUESTION: 087 (1.00)

A LOCA is in progress. The following plant conditions exist.
— RPV Level
— Drywell Pressure
- Torus Water Level

-10 inches
3.1 psig
9.0 feet

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes conditions that are
acceptable for operation of one Core Spary subsystem in accordance
with EOP-2?

Core Spray System Flow

a. 1.00 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

b. 1.50 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

c. 2.00 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

d. 2.50 X 10 EE6 ibm/hr

Torus Water Temperature

215 deg F

175 deg F

200 deg F

150 deg F
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QUESTION: 088 (1.00)

The SSS has directed injection of liquid poison. Reactor pressure
is 1000 psig.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes positive Control Room
indication that liquid poison is being injected into the vessel
following manual initiation of System ll?

a ~ Liquid Poison Explosive Valve 11-12 Contin'uity
alarm, Liquid Poison Pump ¹11 discharge
pressure 1400 psig, and white lights above
System Initiation Keylock Switch energized

b. RWCU isolates, Liquid Poison Pump ¹11
discharge pressure 1400 psig, and white lights
above System Initiation Keylock Switch
energized

C. Liquid Poison Explosive Valve 11-12 Continuity
alarm, Liquid Poison Pump ¹11 discharge
pressure 950 psig, and white lights above
System Initiation Keylock Switch de-energized

d. RWCU isolates, Liquid Poison Pump ¹11
discharge pressure 1275 psig, and white lights
above System Initiation Keylock Switch de-
energized
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QUESTION: 089 (1.00)

A reactor startup and heatup is in progress with reactor water
level being controlled by reject to the Condenser. A Reactor
Cleanup System isolation has occurred.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following could have caused the Reactor
Cleanup System isolation?

125 psig downstream of pressure control valves
due to increase in Reactor pressure during the
heatup

b.

C.

d.

130 degrees downstream of the NRHX due to
excessive reject flow to the Condenser

120 gpm low flow isolation due to excessive
reject flow to the Condenser

190 degrees F on a Cleanup Area Temperature
Detector due to a steam leak in the area



IC
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QUESTION: 090 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (I) of the following is correct concerning operation of
the containment vacuum relief valves?

a. The atmosphere/containment vacuum relief
valves open when drywell pressure is 0.5 psig
below torus pressure.

b. The atmosphere/containment vacuum relief
'alvesopen when torus pressure is 0.5 psig

below drywell pressure.

c. The torus/drywell vacuum relief valves open
when drywell pressure is 0.5 psig below torus
pressure.

d. The torus/drywell vacuum relief valves open,
when torus pressure is 0.5 psig below drywell
pressure.

QUESTION: 091 (1. 00)

The plant is operating at 100% power in midsummer when Drywell
Cooling Fan 011 trips.
WHICH ONE (I) of the following describes the effect that this
condition has on the drywell atmosphere?

a. Drywell temperature and pressure will be
unaffected.

b.

C.

Drywell temperature will increase, but drywell
pressure will be unaffected.

Drywell temperature will be unaffected, but
drywell pressure will increase.

Drywell temperature and pressure will both
increase.
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QUESTION: 092 (1.00)

Containment inerting is in progress during a reactor startup when
a transient results in the following conditions:

Reactor Mode Switch
Condenser vacuum
Reactor water level
Reactor pressure
Stack Gas Nonitors (Ch 11)

Nitrogen Purge Bypass Switch
Drywell pressure

STARTUP
5 inches Hg
+7 inches
700 psig
High radiation alarm

(HI-1-8)
Bypass
3.7 pslg

WHICH ONE (I) of the following describes the valve isolations
generated by the containment isolation system in response to these
conditions?

a. Hain Steam Isolation Valves and Drywell/Torus
Air/N2 Vent 8 Purge Valves

b. Hain Steam Isolation Valves and Emergency
Cooling Vent & Drain Valves

c. Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation Valves
and Drywell/Torus Air/N2 Vent & Purge Valves

d. Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation Valves
and Emergency Cooling Vent & Drain Valves
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QUESTION: 093 (1.00)

The reactor is operating at IOOX power with three RBCLC heat
exchangers and two RBCLC pumps (11 and 12) in service when both of
the running RBCLC pumps trip. Attempts to start the standby pump
and to restart the tripped pumps fail.
When RBCLC pressure decreases to less than 40 psig, the required
operator action is to scram the reactor; close the HSIVs; and:

a. rapidly runback reactor recirculation pumps to
minimum flow.

b. rapidly runback reactor recirculation pumps to minimum
flow then trip and fully isolate two recirculation pumps.

c. immediately trip the reactor recirculation pumps and open
the discharge bypass valves when the discharge valves are
fully closed.

d. immediately trip the reactor recirculation pumps and
ensure that suction and discharge valves in two loops
remain open.
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QUESTION: 094 (1.00)

A fuel bundle is being lowered into the core when the control room
operator reports to the refuel bridge crew that the SRH count rate
indicates 7 cpm and steadily increasing. Reactor period is +200
seconds and getting shorter.

SELECT the actions from the following list that the refuel bridge
crew and the control room operators should immediately perform.

1. Stop lowering the fuel bundle and withdraw it from
the core.

2. Check for any withdrawn control rods and manually
insert them by holding the rod movement switch in
the "continuous in" position.

3. Initiate the emergency ventilation system.

4. Hanually scram the reactor if the control rods are
operable, regardless of the indicated control rod
position.

a. 1 and 2

b. 3 and 4

c. 1 and 4

d. 2 and 3

(**********END OF EXAHINATION **********)
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ANSWER: 001 (1. 00)

a.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-201-02
Procedure Nl-OP-5 ONP H.14.4

KA 201001K410 3. 1/3. 0

201001K410 .. (KA')

L0-3.0/L0-4.0

ANSWER: 002 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-201-1-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-201-02 L0-6.0/9.0

KA 201002K404

201002K404

3. 3/3. 3

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 003 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-218-1-01 E0-6.0
Operations Technology Chapter 15

KA 218000K201

218000K201

3. 1/3.3

.. (KA's)

ANSWER: 004 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-212-01
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-212-1-01

LO-1. 0

KA 212000K111

212000K111

3.3/3.5

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 005 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE'esson

Plan 01-LOT-1-001-209-1 L0-11.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-209-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 17
N 1-ST-g1 A

KA 209001A304 3.7/3.6

209001A304 ..(KA's)



t'I
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ANSWER: 006 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1'-001-259-02 E0-3.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-259-1-02
NI-OP-16

KA 259002K412
295001A408

259002K412

3. 5/3. 4
3. 3/3. 3

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 007 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-260-01 E0-5.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-259 —1-01
Nl-OP-16

KA 295014G010 4.1/3.9

295014G010 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 008 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-204-01 L0-1.0
Operations Technology Chapter 7
Nl-OP-3

KA 20400G010

204000G010

3.2/3.2

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 009 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-205-1-01 E0-7.0/E0-8.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-205-1-01
Nl-OP-4

KA 205000K401

205000K401

3.4/3.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 010 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-239-01 L0-3.0
Operations Technology Chapter 21

KA 239001K404 3.4/3.5

239001K404 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 011 (1.00)

a ~

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-226-01 L0-1.0/L0-3.0
Operations Technology Chapter 18
N1-OP-14

KA 230000K410 3.2/3.5

230000K410 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 012 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-226-01 . L0-6.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-226-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 18

KA 226001A202 3. 1/3.2

226001A202 ~ .(KA's)
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ANSWER: 013 (1. 00)

b.

REFERENCE:

L'esson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-262-01 L0-7.0/L0-8.0
Operations Technology Chapter 34
Nl-OP-30

KA 262001K603

262001K603

3.5/3.7

..(KA s)

ANSWER: 014 (1. 00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-264-01 L0-8.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(I-001-264-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 34

KA 262001A203

262001A203

3.9/4.3

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 015 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-262-01 L0-4.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-262-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 33d

KA 262002K401

262002K401

3.1/3.4

..'(KA's)

ANSWER: 016 (1. 00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-262-03 L0-1.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-262-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 33d, pg 11

~ KA 262002K117 3. 1/3.3

262002K117 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 017 (1. 00)



I4
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-'OT-1-001-201-02 L0-7.0
Lesson Plan 01-REg-001-234-1-02
Operations Technology Chapter 37a

KA 234000K402

234000K402

3.3/4. 1

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 018 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-102-01 E0-2.0
N1-OP-43

KA 290002K405 3.3/3.5

290002K405 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 019 (2.00)

a. 1 (0.5)
b. 3 (0.5)
c. 2 (0.5)
d. 2 (0.5)



I
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan OPS-1-LOT-006-344-01 E0-1.0
EOP-4
EOP-5
EOP-6

KA 295035GOll
KA 295038GOll

295035G011

3.9/4.2
4.2/4.5

..(KA's)

ANSWER; 020 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-344-1-06 (pg 9) E0-2.0
Nl-OP-14
Technical Specifications Section 3.3.2

KA 295013A101 3. 9/3. 9

295013A101 .. (KA')

ANSWER: 021 (1. 00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson P1an 01-LOT-1-001-201-01 L0-1.0
Nl-OP-5
Technical Specifications 3. 1.6

KA 295022K301 3.7/3.9

295022K301 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 022 (2.00)

a. 1 (0.5)
b. 3 (0.5)
c. 2 (0.5)
d. 1 (0.5)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-343-1-02 EO-11
Nl-ODI-3. 02
AP-4.0

KA 294001A109

294001A109

3.3/4.2

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 023 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-343-1-01
Objective,: EO 2
AP 4.2 pg 9

KA 294001K102 3.9/4.5

294001K102 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 024 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-344-1-04
Objective E0-3.0
EOP-2

KA 295031G012 3.9/4.5

295031G012 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 025 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

fgB 2009050501-04
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-01, pg 11
Objective 4
EOP Bases

KA 295031K101 4.6/4.7

295031K101 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 026 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

RO ONLY
EgB 2009050501-06
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-11
Objective T0-1.0
EOP-9

KA 295031G012 3.9/4.5

295031G012 ..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 027 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-006-343-02
Nl-ODI-5.01
AP-4.0

KA 294001K101

294001K101

3.7/3.7

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 028 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-201-02
Operations Technology Chapter 6

KA 201002K402 3.5/3.5

201002K402 ..(KA's)

L0-7.0

ANSWER: 029 (2.00)

a. 2 (0.5)
b. 6 (0.5)
c'. 5 (0 ~ 5)
d. 4 (0.5)
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REFERENCE:

01- LOT-001-201-1-03 EO-1. 5/EO-1. 7/EO-1. 8
Operations Technology Chapter 6

KA 201006K401
KA 201006K402
KA 201006K403

3.4/3.5
3.5/3.5
3.3/3.4

201006K401 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 030 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Pl an 01-LOT-1-001-215-01
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-212-2-01
Operations Technology Chapter 10
Operations Technology Chapter 9a

LO-10. 0/L012. 0

KA 215004K401
KA 215004K402

215004K401

3.7/3.7
3.4/3.5

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 031 (1.00)
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REFERENCE'esson

Plan 01-LOT-1-001-215-02
Operations Technology Chapter gb

L0-8.0

KA 215003K401

215003K401

3.7/3.7

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 032 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-215-02 L0-8.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(I-001-212-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 10

KA 215003K402 4.0/4.0

215003K402 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 033 (1.00)

b.
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REFERENCE:

Operations Technology Chapter 10
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-212-1-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-212-01 L0-6.0

KA 212000K502 3.3/3.4

212000K502 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 034 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-215-04
Operations Technology Chapter 9d

L0-6.0/L0-7.0

KA 215005K116 3.3/3.4

215005K116 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 035 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-215-05
Operating Procedure NI-OP-39
Operations Technology Chapter 9e

E0-2.0

KA 215001K105 3.3/3.4

215001K105 .. (KA')

ANSWER: 036 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-218-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 15

E0-7,0

KA 218000K501 3.8/3.8

218000K501 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 037 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-04 E0-3.0

KA 295031EA106

295031A106

4.4/4.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 038 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-248-01 L0-5.0/L0-6.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-248-1-01
N I-OP-31

KA 241000A203

241000A203

4.1/4.2

,.(KA's)

ANSWER: 039 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-207-01
Operations Technology Chapter 14
NI-OP-13

L0-7.0

KA 207000K401

207000K401

4.3/4.5

..(KA's)
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ANSWER: 040 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-207-01
Operations Technology Chapter 14

L0-3.0

KA 295016AA109

295016A109

4.0/4.0

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 041 (2.00)

a. 5
b. 3
c. 6
d. 7

(0. 5)
(0.5)
(0.5)
(0.5)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-209-01
Operations Technology Chapter 17

L0-8.0

KA 209001K409
KA 226001A110

3.3/3.5
3.0/3.2

209001K409 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 042 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 1-LOT-1-001-206-01 L0-2.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-259-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 16

KA 206000K418 3.2/3.3

206000K418 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 043 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-206-01 L0-7.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-259-1-02
Operations Technology Chapter 23a

KA 259001K109

259001K109

3.8/3.8

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 044 (1.00)

b.
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-202-01 L0-10.0
Lesson Plan Ol-Rfg-001-202-1-01 EO ¹9
T. S. Bases 3.1.7, pg 70b
N1-OP-1

KA 202001A203 3.5/3.7

202001A203 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 045 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-261-01 L0-3.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-261-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 13c
N1-OP-10

KA 261000K401

261000K401

3.7/3.8

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 046 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-261-01 L0-5.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-261-1-01
Nl-OP-10
Operations Technology Chapter 13c

KA 2610006001

2610006001

3.5/3.7

..(KA s)

ANSWER 047 (2.00)

a. 8 (0.5)
b. 1 (0.5)
c. 5 (0.5)
cI. 3 (0.5)

REFERENCE'esson

Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-216-01 EO-5. 0
"Operations Technology Chapter 3

KA 216000K404 3.7/3.8

216000K404 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 048 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-248-01 L0-6.0/L0-7.0
Operations Technology Chapter 26a
Nl-OP-31

KA 245000A203

245000A203

3.5/3.6

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 049 ('1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-271-01 L0-9.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-271-1-01
Nl-OP-50B

KA 272000K402 3.7/4.1

272000K402 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 050 (1.00)
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REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-201-02 L0-11.0
Operations Technology Chapter 5b
N1-OP-05

KA 214000A201

214000A201

3.6/3.9

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 051 (1. 00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-233-01 L0-5.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-233-1-01
Nl-OP-6
Operations Technology Chapter 36

KA 233000A202 3. 1/3.3

233000A202 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 052 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 1-LOT-1-001-278-01 L0-11.0
Operations Technology Chapter 30
N1-OP-20

KA 295019AA102

295019A102

3 '/3.1
. ~ (KA's)





REACTOR OPERATOR Page 98

ANSWER: 053 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-278-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 E0-2.6
Nl-SOP-6

KA 295019AK201

295019K201

3.8/3.9

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 054 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-RE(-001-276-1-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-276-1-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 E0-2.7
Nl-SOP-7

KA 295018AA102

295018A102

3.3/3.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 055 (1.00)





REACTOR OPERATOR Page 99

REfERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 E0-1.3
Nl-SOP-13

KA 295001G011

295001G011

3. 9/4. 2

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 056 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE'esson

Plan Ol-LOT-006-342-1-01 T0-2.0
N 1-SOP-18

KA 295003AA104 3.6/3.7

295003A104 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 057 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-342-1-01 T0-2.0
Nl-SOP-16
Nl-OP-12

KA 295037EA104

295037A104

4.5/4.5

..(KA's)





REACTOR OPERATOR Page100

ANSWER: 058 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

CAF
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-03 E0-3.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-001-216-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 3

KA 295028EK101 3.5/3.7

295028K101 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 059 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-344-1-06 (pg 15) E0-3.0
Technical Bases for Unit 1 EOPs

KA 295028K301 3.6/3.9

295028K301 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 060 (1.00)





REACTOR OPERATOR Page101

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-07 (pg 6) E0-3.0

KA 295033K204

295033K204

3.9/4.2

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 061 (1. 00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-07 (pg 9) E0-2.0

KA 295032K303 3.8/3.9

295032K303 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 062 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-205-1-01 T0-8.0/E0-12.0
Nl-OP-13
Nl-OP-4

KA 295021K305

295021K305

3.6/3.8

..(KA s)





REACTOR OPERATOR Page102

ANSWER: 063 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-275-01 L0-1.0
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-246-01 L0-23.0
Operations Technology Chapter 25
Nl-OP-31

KA 295002K208

295002K208

3.1/3.2

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 064 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-344-1-06 E0-3.0

KA 295029K201

295029K201

3.0/3.3

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 065 (2.00)

a. 3 (0.5)
b. 1 (0.5)
c. 2 (0.5)
d. 4 (0.5)



'U



REACTOR OPERATOR Pagel03

REFERENCE:

AP-3.3, Radiation Protection Program

KA 294001K103

294001K103

3.3/3.8

..(KA's}

ANSWER: 066
(1.00)'.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-343-1-01 EO-2
Nl-ODI-5. 06
AP-4. 2

KA 294001K102

294001K102

3.9/4.5

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 067 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

AP-3.3.2

KA 294001K103 3.3/3.8

294001K103 ..(KA's}



I



REACTOR OPERATOR Pagel04

ANSWER: 068 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

AP-3.3.2

KA 294001K104

294001K104

3.3/3.6

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 069 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

AP-3.1

KA 294001K105 3.2/3.7

294001K105 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 070 (1.00)

b.





REACTOR OPERATOR Pagel05

REFERENCE:

AP-3.1

KA 294001K105

294001K105

3.2/3.7

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 071 (1.00)

,b. ov c.

REFERENCE:

AP-3.2.5

KA 294001K116 3.5/3.8

294001K116 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 072 (1.00)

d.





REACTOR OPERATOR Page106

,REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-201-01
Objective: 11 (application)
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-201-02
Objective: 9 (application)
Nl-OP-5, pg 31

KA 214000A402 3.8/3.8

214000A402 ..(KA's)

ANSWER 073 (1.00)

c ~

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-261-01
Objective: None
Ops Tech Chapter 13b, pg 6, 7
N1-OP-10

KA 295034K204 3.9/3.9

295034K204 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 074 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-008-362-1-01, pg 16
Objective EO 2.4

KA 294001A111 3.3/4.3
1

294001A111 ..(KA's)





REACTOR OPERATOR Page107

ANSWER: 075 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-008-362-1-01
Objective EO 2.1
T.S. 2.1.1.b, T.S. 2.2.1

KA 295007G003 3.4/4.2

295007G003 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 076 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

EQB 2000230501
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-226-1-01
Objective 3

KA 295017G007 3.2/3.6

295017G007 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 077 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

EgB 2000270501-01
OP-16, pg 32
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-260-1-01

KA 295014G010 4.0/3.9

295014G010 ..(KA's)





REACTOR OPERATOR Pagel08

ANSWER: 078 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

EgB 2000350401-03
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-344-1-04
Objective E0-3.0
EOP-2

KA 295025G012 3.9/4.5

295025G012 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 079 (1.00)

a 0

REFERENCE'gB

20090500501-02
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-06
Objective: EO 3.0
EOP Bases pg 221, 261

KA 295024K308 3.7/4. 1

295024K308 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 080 (1.00)





REACTOR OPERATOR Page109

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT/RE/-006-344-1-05
Objective E0-2.0

KA 295037A105 3.9/4.0

295037A105 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 081 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT/RE(-006-344-1-05, pg 40
Objective E0-3.0

KA 295037A206 4.0/F 1

295037A206 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 082 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

E(B 2000050401-01
Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-262-02, Ol-LOT-001-223-02
Objective 5, 7 respectively
OP-08, 18, 30, 33A

KA 295010A101 3.4/3.5

295010A101 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 083 (1.00)





REACTOR OPERATOR Pagell0

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 1-LOT-006-344-01
Objective 3
EOP Tech Bases, pg 227-229

KA 295026K301 3.8/4.1

295026K301 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 084 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-006-344-1-04
Objective T0-1.0
EOP-2

KA 295003A103 4.4/4.4

295003A103 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 085 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-001-286-02
Objective 1

Nl-OP-21B, pg 2-4

KA 294001K116 3.5/3.8

2 94001K116 ..(KA's)



Ci



REACTOR OPERATOR Pagel 1 1

ANSWER: 086 (1.00)

a.

REFERENCE:

E(B 3440370303-03
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-001-275-01
Objective: EO 14.0
Nl-OP-19, pg 2

Ops Tech Chapter 25 pg 2

KA 256000G001 3.5/3.5

256000G001 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 087 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson P1an Ol-LOT-1-001-209-01
Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-344-1-01
EOP-2

L0-6.0
E0-2.0

KA 295031EA103

295031A103

4,4/4.4

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 088 (1.00)

d.



J



REACTOR OPERATOR Page112

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-211-01 L0-10.0
Lesson Plan Ol-RE(-011-211-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 8
NI-OP-12

KA 211000A308

211000A308

4.2/4.2

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 089 (1.00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-204-01 L0-7.0
Operations Technology Chapter 7
N1-OP-3

.KA 204000K404 3.5/3.6

204000K404 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 090 (1.00)

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-001-223-02 L0-4.0
Lesson Plan 01-RE(-1-223-1-01
Operations Technology Chapter 12a

KA 223001K501 3. 1/3. 3

223001K501 ..(KA's)





REACTOR OPERATOR Pagell3

ANSWER: 091 (1. 00)

d.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-223-02 L0-3.0
Nl-OP-8
Nl-OP-9

KA 223001K601 3.6/3.8

223001K601 ..(KA's)

ANSWER: 092 (1.00)

b.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-1-001-223-01 L0-3.0/L0-4.0
Operations Technology Chapter ll
KA 223002A302 3.5/3.5

223002A302 ~ .(KA's)

ANSWER: 093 (1.00)

d.





REACTOR OPERATOR Pagel14

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan Ol-LOT-006-342-1-01 E0-2.8
Nl-SOP-8
Nl-OP-1

KA 295018G010

295018G010

3.4/3.3

..(KA's)

ANSWER: 094 (1.00)

C.

REFERENCE:

Lesson Plan 01-LOT-1-006-341-01
Objective: None
OP-34, pg 14

295023A204 ..(KA's)

(**********END OF EXAMINATION **********)





REACTOR OPERATOR

ANSWER K E Y

Page 1

001

002

003

004

005

006

007

008

009

010

011

012

013

014

015

d

016 c

017 c

018 a

019 match with selected number in the blank

a 1

b 4

c 2

d 2

020

021





REACTOR OPERATOR

A N S M E R K E Y

Page 2

022 match with selected number in the blank

a 1

b 3

G 2

d 1

023

024 a

025 d

026 c

027 d

028 b

029 match with selected number in the blank

a 2

b 6

c 5

d 4

030

031

032

033

034

035

036

037

038

d





REACTOR OPERATOR

ANSWER K E Y

Page 3

039 a

040 c

041 match with selected number in the blank

a 5

b 3

c 6

d 7

042

043

044

045

046 c

047 match with selected number in the blank

a S

b 1

c 5

d 3

048

049

050

051

052

053

054

055





REACTOR OPERATOR

ANSWER K E Y

Page 4

056

057

058

059

060 c

061 '

062 a

063 b

064 c

065 match with selected number in the blank

a 3

b 1

c 2

066 d

067 A»c~~ ~'4

068

069

070

071

072

073

074

075

076





REACTOR OPERATOR

ANSWER K E Y

Page 5

077

078

079

080

081

082 '

083

084

085

086

087

088

089

090

091

092

093

094

(**********ENP PF EXAg1NAT1PN **********~
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NINE MILEPOINT NUCLEARSTATION/P.O. BOX 32, LYCOMING.N.Y. 13093/TELEPHONE (315) 343-2110

January 3, 199I

Mr. Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator
ATTN: Mr. Lee H. Bettenhausen

Branch Chief
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Dear Mr. Martin:

Attached are our comments from the NRC initial license written
examination administered on December 10, 1990 at Nine Mile PointUnit 1. To review these comments, a copy of the exam will berequired.

Xf additional information is needed, please feel free tocontact me.

Very truly yours,

seph F. Firlit
Vice President —Nuclear Generation

JFF/MAM/lac

Enclosures (6)

cc: Tracy Walker





ATTACHMENT 1

RO EXAM ¹19B.

Answer — 4

Ref: L/P 01-LOT-006-
344-1-01 E.0.-1.0

EOP-4,5,6

When the exam was reviewed on 12/3/90
the Column A (Condition) for ¹b was
modified to read, "THE EAP-2 ALERT
LIMITS HAVE NOT BEEN EXCEEDED". The
not made ¹4 the correct answer to ¹b.
Without the not ¹3 is the correct
answer because of EOP-6 entry condition.
The not was somehow excluded from the'b'uestion.
Our recommendation is that the answer
key for the b question be changed from
4 to 3.





ATTACHMENT 2

RO EXAM 5 59
SRO EXAM 5 61

Answer — c

Ref: L/P 01-LOT-006-
344-1-06

(page 15) E.0.-3.0
Tech Bases for
Unit 1 EOP's

When the exam was reviewed on 12/3/90
the question a correct answer were
discussed. It was decided to add the
word not and change the correct answer
to d. Nl-OP-55 Rev 02 Page I9 is a
display diagram showing Drywell
Temperature max temperature at 400 deg.F

Answers a,b,c are not correct answers
they are listed in tech bases Section
7, pg. 245.

Our recommendation is that the answer
key be changed from 'c to d.





ATTACMENT 3

RO EXAM 171
SRO EXAM I73

Answer — c

Ref: AP-3. 2. 5

Answer b is also not correct. Oxygen
Cylinders stored greater than twenty
feet apart or yoked together on welding
rig do not require separation by a
five foot high fire wall with a half
hour rating.
Answer a gives exception of "WHILE
ON A WELDING RIG". The above exceptions
were not added to answer b. This
'misleads the examinee.

Our recommendation is that answer b
be accepted as an additional correct
answer or the question be removed
from the exam.





ATTACHMENT 4

SRO EXAM 111

Answer — d

Ref: L/P Ol-LOT-001-
223-1-01

Objective 8
T.S. 3.3.2.b 6 d
Fig. 3.3.2.b

The maximum temperature per Tech
Spec figure 3.3.2.b is 80.5 deg. F
at 1.5 psig Torus Pressure therefore
the maximum temperature limit imposed
during the test from the available
choices is 89 deg. F.

Our recommendation is that the
answer key be changed from d to c.



i



ATTACHMENT 5

SRO EXAM I23

Answer — d

Ref: L/P 01-LOT-006-
344-1-04

Objective EO-2.0
EOP-2

Answer d is correct but in addition
answer c is correct if the EOP director,
the SSS, makes the call early that
the RPV level cannot be maintained
above — 84" (TAF). This determination
is a judgement of the operator per our
EOP-2 Bases page 75. In addition
ODI-1.08 pg 2 1st para in General
directs us not to stop in rectangular
boxes when conditional statements
are satisfied as it is in this case with
the lower level at -18".

Our recommendation is that answer
c be accepted as an additional correct
answer or the question be removed
from the exam.





ATTACHMENT 6

SRO EXAM I69
RO EXAM 567

Answer — b

Question asks for which job would
not require a RWP

Answers a,c,d are not correct
answers direct correlation to
AP-3.3.2.

Ref: AP-3.3.2 Answer b is at the Radiation limit
allowed. When a work request is routed
to Radiation Protection for signature,
they would notice that "EXPECTED"
time is 1 hour in a 10mr/hr a R.P.
would not allow the repairs to take
place without a RWP.

Also "Repairs" does not give a
sufficient amount of information.
Other information needed is
1. Are we breaching a contaminated

system or component.
2. The scope of the repairs would

determine the need for an RWP.

Our recommendation is that this
question be removed from the exam.





ATTACHMENT 4

NRC RESOLUTIOH OF FACILITY COMMENTS

RO Question ¹19B: Comment Accepted — The "not" was intentionally
excluded from the question. The failure to change the
answer key was an oversight. The answer key has been
changed to reflect item 3 as the correct answer.

RO Question ¹59:
(SRO Question ¹61)

Comment Accepted — The failure to change the answer
key was an oversight. The answer key has been changed
to indicate that item d is the correct answer.

RO Question ¹71:
(SRO Question ¹73)

Comment Accepted — The omission of the exception in
item b could have been misleading. The answer key has
been changed to accept item b as an additional correct
answer.

SRO Question ¹ll: Comment Not Accepted: - Using the plant conditions
given in the question, the maximum allowed temperature
is approximately 81 degrees. Adding the 10 degree
rise allowed during the surveillance, the limit is 91
degrees. No change was made to the answer key.

SRO Question ¹23: Comment Accepted - The answer key has been changed to
accept item c as an additional correct answer.

RO Question ¹67:
(SRO Question ¹69)

Comment Accepted — With item b at the limit for
issuance of a RWP, the applicants may have been
confused and considered b to be incorrect. The
question has been removed from the examination.





ATTACHMENT 5

SIMULATION FACILITY REPORT

Facility Licensee: Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
Nine Mile Point Unit 1

Facility Docket No.: 50-220

Operating Tests Administered: December 11 — 13, 1990

This form is to be used only to report observations. These observations do not
constitute audit or inspection findings and are not, without further verifi-
cation and review, indicative of non-compliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b). These
observations do not affect NRC certification or approval of the simulationfacility other than to provide information which may be used in future evalu-
ations. No licensee action is required in response to these observations.

During the preparation and administration of the operating tests, the following
items were observed:

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Drywel 1

Nitrogen
Supply
PCV

The Drywell Nitrogen Supply Pressure Control Valve (PCV) did
not operate as expected. Drywell pressure responded as if
the PCV was opening when it was expected to be closing and
vice versa. This affected the performance of a Job Performance
Measure (JPM) for providing nitrogen makeup to the drywell.




